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HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

The AproD Sale
ladles of the First

Terms

of Subscription

given by ihe young
Reformed Church at

adopt means to detect and punish the ter about an hour spent In taking

vylll
little

off\ie propose to move my trottinghones out of
badk thestite. I won't take any chances on
shaped having them become common dime mu-

thieves that are robbing their school- wrspners and in storing them In our

Opera House last Tuesday evening mates of various articlesof wearing ap- yardjhe came upnp a peculiar
was a decided success. Nearly every- parel. Complaints are becoming numer-* bundle which was taken up reverentially,'seum

the

$1.50 per year \f paid in advance;$1.75 if
paid at three months, and $2.00 if
paid at six months.

thing on sale found purchasers.

pipe

wd

curiosities”

something should b.done. One Ihe elrlng.cut, and the paper taken off, jfiiycrrMcBrktf— "The discover? of that
ittM of advertising made known on application,
little girl has had a pair of mittens, a pair when a bmnll, dirty and odoriferous
I
fsarlys^jertlaera
have the privilege of three
Just as we go to press we learn thb
spring is characteristic of the News in
of gloves, and a silk handkerchiefrecent- was exposed to view. It was not a twochanges
Mrs. Isaac Crppon died at one o’clock,
he effort that it always shows in prpmotNotices of Blrtha, Marriages, and Deaths pnb
inch gas pipe, but a plain and very comlisbed without charge for subscribers.
Friday, December 9, after a lingerin£
P°C,l'’S °r 1‘Cr''r“”ng the Interests of the public, f hf good
*y*AII advertising bills collectablequarterly.
one little girl had the orna- mon wood pipe, and attached to It was
illness. Funeral on Monday afternoo
esults of this, Us latest enterprise, can
ments ripped off her bat and carried away the inscription,written in a neat businesi
at 1:80 at the Third Reformed Church.
tardly be estimated.”
by some pilferer. Besides these there are hand, ‘’Cast thy pipe upon the waters and
pfijusfaetfn
L. T. Aanteri.—"Talk about icbemea I
The Committee of the Common Coun- many others. The sooner this business is after many days it will return to you—
Be sure you visit C. A. Stevenson’s jew- cil to Investigate the questionof lighting stopped ihe better for the credit of the pretty well soaked.” This was a mystery iave the best one of them all. i propose
iO establish an Albino girl farm and grow
elry store before you buy your Holiday the city by electricity, are busy collecting schools and the pockets of poor parents.
until our frightened and suspicious friend
45 4t
,heee long haired beauties for side abowa
facts in regard to the matter and will
explained that some few days before he
Gerrit Hazelaar, working for Kasand circuses.Let them out under royalty
soon make known the result of their
bad, with Alderman Kramer, “sworn off”
Just Received.
per Lahuis, of Noordeloos, was killed
contracts— big money in It.”
labor.
and that henceforib and hereafter they
A full line of material for the new clay
by a bull on Wednesdayevening. It is
Dr. Krmers-''l am salisfled that this
were to neither smoke nor chew an^that
work; also cheap vases, jars, etc., etc., for
Last Monday Congressconvened. Our^j thought be lost bis balance in some way
decorating. Mrs. D. M. Gee & Co.
the only bad habit which still remained water, If used with discretion, will have
Congressman, M. H. Ford, was the most 1 while feeding bull from the barn floor,
with them was the custom of going to the no harmful results. Would not advise ft
Holiday Presents at C. A. Stevenson’s generously remembered witn floral tributes 1 He bad ugly wounds in the breast, one
Pump House after a drink of pure spring too excessive indulgencein it however, as
Jewelry
45-4t of any of the members. This was the |0f them through the lung and one through
water. This pipe must have accidentally there are some Ingredients in the water
only thing that embarrassed the “litile/theleg. He was found by Lahuis’
In Dr. Pete’s Family
I fallen from his inside vest pocket, wherJI 001 petitioned
Great Bargains in Hats.
71 daughter who was home alone. Sheg
he had secreted it to smoke on the §1®/ 1 Almanac.”
A nice wool felt for 85 cents. Trimmed
A regular meeting of the Land and ] * ^'ghber and the two drew him out^ whJ|e on one of me* Tjg|tg and
Baumgariel.—'tMftrade hati Inhits 25 per cent off. A nice assortment of
through
the
manger.
The
bull
had
cloaks to be sold at cost.
Labor Club will be held at their Hall on
It must have been found by tht Boar! c*®Med fifty per cent since tod If it con44
Mrs. D. M. Gee & Co.
Tuesday evening, December 18. All broken loose and was in an adjoining of Water Commissioners and returned fc ,,DUe8 81 tb0 present rate I will hive to
stall, The man was dead when found.
Go to C. A. Stevenson’sjewelry store members are requested to be present as Deceased came from the old country him in the above manner. George ews Pat in extr> chairs. Why young boys arc
for your holiday
45 4t well as all citizensinterested in the cause
that he will never go to the Pump
»baved twice a week now whose
about two years ago and was s nephew
of labor.
custom
1 did not expect to get for ten
again.
of K. Lahuis. Deceased was well liked
Go and buv your Cloaks and Fur Trimyears yet.”
A musical and literary entertainment by the family and a man of good habits.
mings at L. & S. Van den Bkrge & Co.
TflAT WONDEBFUL SPBING.
Otto Breyman.—^l have not hftd the
will be given by the young people of
He was 27 years of age and unmarried.
N. W. Ogden pays the market price for Hope Church one week from next TuesInterest In It InorlTalng Dally-SoM* I P'mUrC for J'Mr’ ll"enln* ,0 l“''n,lT6Corn and Rye at his mill on Lake Shore.
ly to a sermon as I did last Sunday.
Testimonials from Reputable
With the approach of the holidays
day, in connectionwith the Bnziar. An
Custom grinding on Tuesdays and SaturCitizens.
three days’ growth on the top of my held
days.
4l-2m interestingand attractiveprogramme will I thoughts are turned toward the procuring
was Juit long enough to keep the files off.”
be
of presents for friends and loved ones.
OurLiesman spring article which
Just received a large line of Kid and
No files on Breyman after this and “don’t
Thk buIo oTuiTlTic'klpooTemedics9till
r™™bcr the flit peared in last week’s issue caused co
Jersey Gloves, in black and assorted
out

I

%mh.

Presents.

.

.

Store.

£'aIlt•,,

8t

.

thJ

Ho«e

presents!

Call.

colors, at the Millinery Store of
L. & 8. Van den Berge

40-

^

presented.

continues in be brisk at the

& Co.

drug

store

of

Y,le'

*

,Kane

hm

erable of a sensation. No discovery has

‘'urcha!ed »nd

The weather the past week has been
very fine,— a second Indian summer.

here
--

building is neaily ready for

occupancy.It

will be one of the finest

Mr. R. Kanters was called last Sat]
urday to New York City to attend to
businessmatters there.

1

pund8y8

-

the duced in plush goods of all description,
system of water works tnd Yates & Kane have a very varied

News was not itlmu- ra,se 8 bc8rd for forty-five years.”
lated* by the best of motives In going Tannery Stockholder.—
use of that
on Twelfth street to the round house
^rell as laige assortmentof dressing
there. In order to remove this wrong im- water will materially Increase our annual
the Chicago and West Mich. Ry, com- L^ges, work boxes, shaving sets, combina- pressiqn from their minds we hoped to be dividends. We can grow hair on hldei
menced work last
| uon i0jiei aDd jewelry cases and manlable to publish an analysis of the water, that cannot be used for leather and sell
Next TueT.yl'y^Ing^the Ladle, cure'',1‘ ‘electod"i"1. S™' circ;which rj but the Professor of Chemistry at Aon them for buffalo robes. There is t great
now to be seen at their store. If you de- Arbor writes that he will he unable to demand for them you know since the bufGuild of Grace Episcopal Church will
sire anything in this line it would be well send it until next week. He says that it falo have become almost extinct.”
hold a social at the residence of Mr. D.
L. Boyd. A food time may be e,pectcd to call e.rly end make your, .election be- is the most complicated analysis that
w. C. WaM.-"Tbere is no question
fore the stock is broken. The goods are has been called upon to make in all bis but that it will demoralize the trade in
the

lion and that the

of

Tuesday.

all are invited to participate.

going rapidly and will all be sold before

very prettily and

71

be

and

popular Phccuix Hotel has been

much improved

state for

'

stores- in the city.

The

the

J

tractor for the laying of the pipo for

The Blom

in this eection of

-

Breymak’b show window was very atextensionof
tractive last Wednesday and Thursday.
see it!

I

*Saugaluck.— "The diacover/
Is
a
Godsend
to Saugatuck. All
years that promises to he productive of
mmense quantity since there first i„lro. costly, ever disp ayed In tht, city, besides more good than this and some of our read- lhe Chicago aldermen will come ovei and
‘he skating Is good,
duction
l)00^8 of a kind8* 0D ^ subjects,and in ers are even so short-sighted and cruel as l»)CDd
every style of binding. With each season to intimate that the facts as published 1 have been told that they are ill bald
A. L. Holmes, ol Grand Haven, con- 1 Dew designs and new novelties are intro- eminated purely from a fertile imaglna- headed but one and he has been trying to
been made

Dr. Wm. Van Pullen who keeps them for 1,,Te "ow on dl8I>1,l5' ,lle 1“rSMl 8,ock o[
asle. The doclor reports having sold
Christmascards, some very handsome snd

LOCAL ITEMS.

Did you

V

tastily

painted. It

is

in looks.

We

have received the

first number of

|

the

a billiard

Year,

In the absence of his

anulytdB we have, however, gathered the

ex-

and bogus

restorstiTei, for

water is something beyond the usual there has been a marked decrease in our

order of things.

Bev. D. Broek Declines a “ Call,”

our friend Mr. D. C. Wachs,
formerly of Grand Haven. The Express | Nothing has occasioned so much

experience, which certainly indicates tbit hair iqpics
this

the Ionia Evening Express published and
edited by

Mr. E. F. Sutton hsa opened

New

below
. nc.

views of people

in this section which

we

of these articles during the past
week. We are trying to get the control

sales

0f

Michigan for the

sale of Ib’.i water/’

seven column folio and makes its ciienmiit{ charch circles since the days produce
Charles Waring.— "Etye tested it thorvery creditable manner. 0r the First Church difficulty as the an
. roe
ec
ougbly and can bear testimonytbit it will
—
Success brother
I nouncement from his pulpit last Sunday
Editor Van SrMwn.— "That spring do all and more than it is guaranteed to
Considerablebuilding is already conThe
Werkman Agricultural Works morning by the Rev. D. Broek, paifor of water they are talking so much about is do. Tell you what, the small boys on the
templated for 1888 and the building
have just completed two hundred cutting Ihe Third Reformed Church, that he ha( sure to take the place, for family use, of .treet don’t look at tbe back of my held
"boom” will still continue for another
boxes and two hundred milk safes and Mecllned lhe ‘lC8!lM receul,y receive(*from llaar-lemmer
iDd iaUfih D0W( £ always thought there
year at least. _
lust received an order for fifty cutting a church at Cedar Grove, Wls. Forsom*
Chas Odell.— "\ am entirelytoo old to was a day of salvation coming for tbe
The rumor that R. E, Werkman had boxes to be shipped at once. They will Gme post the relationsbetween pastor and swallow any inch stuff. To be honest I bald heads.”
made an assignment, which was common begin on the fifteen hundred bedsteads congregation have not been of the pleaswith you I think It Is a blankety blank lie
Oeorge Wdliams.—'T have lust returned
on the street last Thursday, we are glad that have been ordered by a furniture I 8Df0M entire In this church, and ;When
every word of it.”
from a three days’ visit to Llesman’s
to state is untrue
this call was received by Rev. Br^ek it
firm in Iowa on Monday morning.
Ed. Scott.— "Have been using It for my spring. By the way he is an old friend of
was expected, and hoped by many, that
tbe family and I im glad he has struck
Congressman Ford bas recommended
Tgis week we visited the mill and fac- he would avail himself of tbe opportunity mustache and find it far preferableto
such
good luck. I have not experimented
Dr. A. G. Mantiag, of Graafschap,
kerosene oil. I don’t believe there is anytory of Jai. Huntley where we found all a thus presented of solving the difficulty.
with
the water yet, bat my brother Ed.,
pension examiner vice Dr. Adams,
thing better in the market.”
scene of Ufa and activity. Mr. H. is em- With a view of inducing him to accept
of
Fennville,
his and he considers it the
Allegan, deceased.
S. It. Crandell.— "The flaxen hair which
ploying at present about thirty men In hli the "call” some of the church officers
greatest discoyery of the age.’’
We have received a “Chicago 1/6116^' shop and on building contracts about tbe called on him shortly alter its receipt and you see on that wax doll in the window
Hon. 0. J. Diehemo.—'T am the happiest
from Mr. Will L. Chrystal, who many of city. He Is just rushing things. At the counseled him to go, but this advise seems was produced by the use of that water. 1
man
in town and all on account of that
our readers know, which will appear In present rate “Jim” will soon be, with the to have been tbe thorn that has goaded tbe am taking orders for hair of any color for
wonderful
water. Do you know that it
lionaire. > reverend gentleman to take the course he holiday dolls.”
our next week’s issue.
help of our spring water, a millionaire.
bas already put hair on my politicalasas, and his obstinate and peculiar conDr. De Spetder,Drenthe.— "My patients
This week Frank Blooter was awarded
List Wednesday forenoon Mr. E. Vatf
pirations and my election next fall is aluct with referenceto the matter is a have all taken to using It on my recoma patent on the clothes reel which many Haaften died after a short Illness. His*
ready assured. It may be all imagination
source of sorrow and regret to many of mendation and fortunatelythere have
of our readers examined on the Fair death was indirectly,It Is said, caused by
but if 1 am not much fnistaken I can
bis warmest and nearest friends. Many been but two fatal cases as yet. Tbe
Grounds last September.
excessive smoking which had so deranged
name tbe heir to the speakership of the
stories have been afloat as to what the other two are doing nicely.”
and weakened his stomach as to make It,
next legislature.”
Mahbied:— In Grand Haven, Mich.,
outcome of his action will be, but we have
E. J. Harrington.—"k sure solution of
simply impossible for him to retain a
AUegan Democrat.— “Horn strange it is
by the Rev. A. Wormser on Wednesday,
beeu unable to trace any of them to
the ‘bridge difficulty.’There will be such
that some men hav’nt even common horse
December 7, 1887, Mr. J. Djkema and nourishment. /''Tilr. Van liaallfiflWas an reliable source aud will wait for the official
a rush of tbe township people for tbe
old and respected citizen and his death is
sense. The editor of one of our contemMrs. W. Oxner, both of this city.
action of tbe church consistoryIn pref- spring that the travel will very soon imregrettedand mourned by a host of
poraries wants that Llesmao spring superence to publishing wild rumors. On pair tbe present rickety structure.”
H. E. Werkman moved his effects friends and relatives. He leaves a wife
pressed because tbe water might grow
Wednesday we called on Mr. Broek to
from the old office near the corner of and three children. His age was 61 years.
F. 0. Aye — “Don’t believe In it at all. wool over a man’s eyes so that he could
learn, if possible,his side of the difficulty,
River and Tenth streets, to his new The funeral services occured yesterday,
Its use will prove disutrous to the repubnot see black hair growing on tbe ‘Jack
but as be was “not at home” we were unAgricultural Works on last Tuesday.
lic. Every old fossil will be impersonat- of diamonds’ in time to fill a ’spade flush'
Friday, afternoon in tbe Ninth street Holable to obtain it. It is much desired by
ing old Father Time, or St. Jacob, and with It.”
land Christian Reformed Church and was
All ladles making fancy or useful artithis entire communitythat tbe matter wi)
they will be getting things mixed up.”
largely attended.
Brand Haven Herald.—It is certainly
cles for Hope Church Bazaar are re- —
be amicablyand harmoniously settled and
J.
0.
Van
PuMen.—
“Just
gaze
on
my
very
strange that the Holland City News
W. A. Holley, head miller in tbe that Holland City may not again be
quested to leave tbe same at the house of
Jeffersonian
face, it ought to be a suffi
baa to go twelve miles south of town to
Mrs. Prof. Charles Scott any time next Standard Roller Mills, of the Walsh -De thrown into a “Church War.”
cient guarantee of the genuinenessof tbat locate tbat wonderful spring. We see
Roo Milling Co., of this city, returned
#week.
water. I only applied it three times and through it all and warn tbe people ac.A Dangerous Bomb.
Wednesday evening last from a ten days’
One of the ^udents ol the College at
-A.
robbed
“ ‘o thoroughlywith a ’shammy.’ ” cordingly. It is only another contemptivisit at Jackson and vicinity in tbe differIt may be proper at this time whdb
early one morning tills week* and
PeUr W. Kane.— ,lA$k. me something ble underhanded scheme to anex the
ent roller mills of that locality. Mr. Hoi
led in\
“bombs” are being received by noted
Venus and now his “chums” are gett
ley has been sharpeningup his Ideas and
dividual, throughout th. l.nd to rueotlon' B,w *"d
Tbolh"111* wilh oortberntier of Allegan county townships
up at 8 o’clock expecting to see the \
gatheringsamples of the work of other tbe fact tbat City Clerk Sipp was. not for your nonsense. Why I saw a ’goat’ some to Ottawa with a view to captaringthe
of Bethlehem.
time ago tbat eould discount Liesman’s county seat.”
mlllf which he says enables him to keep
gotten. On last Saturday he received a
This week a large and very choice the products of the Standard far In the
curiosities. It had hair standing up all
Fennville Dispatch.— “Our editor foldangeroua looking package by mall. He
stock of opera glasses have been received lead of all competitors. He also set up
over it.”
lowed
off the hairy curiositiesU> Chicago
brought it to our office and exhibited it.
at the Jewelry stqre of Mr. 0. Breyman as and started one of his and Mr. Milin’s
John
C.
ifaf.—
“The
discovery
of
that
which
will account for the 11
He hesitated at first to open it being sushall and temperance lunch

new

-

store on

room in

bis

—

^

is a

“bow” in a

Eighth street.

Wachs.

Olie.v

_

I-

\

i_ ...
...
don’1

i

well as an elegant line of gold spectacles. patent automaticscales in one of the large
Just call and see them.
jp

.

r

K

mills of Jackson where it is

now running

picious tbit some one, anxious for tbe water will create a big boom for Macata- of news in our colnmhs. His
clerkship, and knowing tbat Mr. Sipp had wa Park next year. The members of tbe children would feel very much

to the perfect satisfactionof all concerned.
a life lease on the office, was anxious
C. Oggel will occupy tbe
make room for jealous aspirations, hi
The
Board
of
Education
and
the
Superpulpit of tbe First Reformed Church in
this city to-morrow morning and will intendent and Teachers of our schools sent him a bomb. We persuaded
preach at half past one o'clock for the will cover themselveswith glory and re- take his life in bis hands and in
ceive the thanks of many parents if they which he did with care and caution, i
Pev. J. Kremer, in Zeeland.

The

association no#

Rev. E.

have under consideration however, if any Information as

the running of a pipe line from tbe spring whereabouts could be
to their Resort.” ..

Tmy De

Kruif,

they tell me .boat

a bottle of

•“If what hip pocket’
I. Ira. I

,

km
-
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FOREIGN.

Work

The congress of the Senatorsand Deputies at Versailles, France, elected M.

HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.

of the Fostofflce Depart- The Secretary of -the Interior on
Commissioner Colman’s Account
ment Reviewed by the PostLand Grant Abmea— Indemnity
the Work in the Agricultural
master General
Lands Restored.

Sadi-Camot'to succeed President Gravy.

The

Department

successful candidate is a Bepublioan

PROHIBITION IS LEOAL.

who has been prominent in politicsever The Deficiency Arising from the Resince the downfall of Louis Nanoleon, but
daction of Letter Postage Stead-

The Federal Supreme Court Af-

ferior to that of his principal rivals for

How

Thb

United States

Supreme Court has
new

minis try was formed,to at once close the
present sessionof parliament until after the
coming senatorial elections.Probably the result of the electionis the best thing that

rendered a decision sustaining the State in
the Kansas prohibition cases.

The

effect

of this opinion is to declare valid the prohibition laws of the State of • Kansas, and
is of coarse a decided victory for the Prohibitionists.The decision is very important, and likely to be far-reaching in its
consequences. The judgment of the court
was pronounced in a long and elaborate
opinion by Mr. Justice Harlan:
The Justice aaii! it had been held repeatedly
that the right of a State to regulate the sale of
liquor did not invade the constitutional
rights
of the citizen.It wal contended,however, he
aid, that no State Legislaturehod a right to
prohibit any person from manufacturing
liquor for his own use or for export, for the reason that it was an invasion of the personal
liberty inherent in citixens. It must be observed. however, he said, that the right to manufacture drink for one’s own use was subject to the restrictionthat it should not injuriously affect the public. The right to determine
what was injurious had to exist somewhere,
and tho right of determining what measures
were necessary for the preservation of the public
morals, health and safety had heretofore been
vested in the States by the constitutional right
given them under the police power to regulate
their own internal concerns. While this police
power could not be abused and must only be
exercised for objectsof real merit, this court
would certainly not say that the liquor traffic
was not one which the btate could lawfully
prohibit, because it was well known that tho
abuse of intoxicants was productiveof pauperism and crime. The next ground of contention,

eould have happened for France. M.

is the

Badl-Carnot
second best
known economical writer in France, and has
bad practical public experience far superior to
If. Leroy Beaulieu, the most famous economical writer. He is under oO ; a Republican without balng radical or visionary.He is a distinguished engineer, having headed his class at
the Ecole Poly technique, Instead of being «
lawyer, which in itself is a great thing; he is
rich, and lives like a gentleman. He la not religious,but his wife is a Catholic. Ho has a as-

augury of peace. The telegramsfrom the provlncss, without exception, testify to the satisfactionfelt at the resalt of the election. The

news created an excellentimpression at the
principal European capitals.

Has Been De-

bed

Railroads.

The

ily Growing Less.

Re-

publicansupport in the contest for the
Presidency. A Paris cablegramsays:
Postmaster General Vilas, In his annual reThe ministry have formally tendered their port of the operationsof his department, exresignations, and PresidentBadl-Carnothas re-

Kansas Liquor Law.

the Honest Settler

frauded by Agents of Shbsid-

his influence in his party has been far in-

firms the Validity of the

of

presses the belief that the time ! not far distant when the postageupon letterscan be lowered to 1 cent an ounce, with a further possibility of a diminutionof the existing rates npon
merchandise and other matter. Thb taxation
for the maintenance of the postal service by
the imposition of postage is regarded as the
justest form of assessment. Low rates conceded to newspapers and periodioala are amply
justifiedby the return in increased intelligence
to the people. The profit arising from flrstolaes matter makes good the losses sustained
in the lower classes.
On Jane 30 there were 1,884 third-class postofficesIn the country. Of presidential
offices,
there were ^381, the highest number in tho
history of tho department Tho compensation
of presidential
postmasters for the year was
33,880,300,or an average of over 5 per cent, npon
the previousyear. There were 52,821 fourthclass officeson July 1, an iuorease for the year
of 1,543. The increase was made up by the establishmentof 3,043 new offices and the discontinuanceof 1,500. The new offices established
were 439 less than the previousyear. On July
1 the total number of postoffleesof all elassea
was 55,157, besides which there were 013 branch
officesor stations.The total number of appointments amounted to 13,079, of which 6,863
were to fill vacanciesby expiration of commissions or by resignations, 2,581 were to fill vacancies by removal or suspension, 589 by death,
and 3,043 to establishnew offices. There were
145 fourth-class officesraised to the presiden-

Comptroller of the Cnfreney Re-

commends t Revision of the
Banking* Laws.

One of the most importantfeatures of Secretory Lamar's annual report Is the portion relatHe says18 ad^u>tm®nti oi r*ilroadland grante.
I

“Shortiy after my appointment to the position
now have the honor to hold, .and as I became

AGRICULTURE.

somewhat familiar with the

public land system, its organization, and the workings thereof. I became mote and more impressed with the
fact that the public domain was being diverted
from its legitimatepurpose and convertedto
objects, the inevitableeffect of whioh was repugnant to the entire theorv on whioh the land
system was based. Apart from the methods of
illegal appropriationof the public domain,
effected through the perversionof the several
laws for acquiring title thereto,I became
convinced that the administrationof the congressional grants to wagon and rail roads had
given rise to enormous abuses. Congress had
not only made grants which In some instances
exceeded In extent the area of half a dozen of
the largest and most populous States of the
Union, but In addition provided that any losses
of lands within the granted limits should be
satisfiedbv selections of lands within other and
adjoining limits,thus nearly-doubling the area

“Under these oots the Land Departmenthad
withdrawn from public appropriationnot only
the grantedlimits aa requiredby law, but alas
the lauds within the Indemnity limits, at the
request of the granteecompanies. Thus enormous quantities of tho public lands were held
In reservation to await tho convenience of the
respectivecorporationsIn the constructionof
their roads, the selections of their lands, and

Mr. Colman’s Report-Progressof the Work
of ExterminatingPlouro-Pneumonia.
a

Sir111*1
toe Commissioner of
ttth® G0™^” of
thirty.

to secure their enforcement. In addition tho
Legislaturesof Rhode Island,Virginia, New
York and Illinoishave enacted laws providing
for co-operation.The worst-infected
counties,
the report says, and those from whioh there
was most danger of the spread of the dlseaseviz., those in the neighborhoodof New York,
Chicago and Baltimore— have been placed in
quarantineand no oattle allowedto leave them
G.lSrtn1
llBUed ttfter * pedal examination. By this means new outbreaks have
been almost entirely prevented.
.i5?m*,thabeginning of the work for the
rESrStffSS to*8 disease, in August, 1886, to

n

Oct. 31, 1887, the inspectors of the

burean have

Insneoted 15,337 herds, containing117,480 animals, in districtswhere the plague was supposed to exist Among these there were found
Dublin are disposed to congratulate the
vi v o - b«rdi. containing10,766 animals,of
government upon the arrest of Lord Mayoi
which 2,235 were affected with pleoro-pneumonto These figures do not include 2,873 head of
Sullivan. The Express regards it as a soldepartment Q £W^U8tmenta oI to® grants by tho oattlo in tho distillerystables of Chicago, nearemn undertaking to suppress sedition and
ly halt of which were diseased. The number
‘•This land-grant legislationwas certainly not
disorder in any event.
of animals found affected by this diseaseand
tial class.
In harmony with the theory of a distribution of
the number of infected herds were much
the
public
domain
among
the
people,
and
gave
The free delivery service was, during the last
greater than had been anticipated,and tho
up to capitallsteas a basis fortraffloand specuGENERAL.
fiscal year, extended to eight additionalcities
work for ite control has subsequentlyrequired
which had reached the limits then requiredby lation and gigantio financial schemes what was a correspondinglylarger force and greater exby
the
original
policy
of
the
Government
delaw
of
120,000
gross
receipts
or
20,00o
populaDiphtheria is alarmingly prevalent at
pendltureof money. The progress made, howtion, and were thus within the discretionary signed to be homes for an industrious and thrifty
Montreal. There were thirty-two deaths consideration of the department,Their addi- people, the abodes of domestic happiness, 5ver,_. ‘i?8 l)een *er7 satisfactory,and tho appropriation has been found sufficient to meet
,
from the diseaselast week, and it shows no tion left the total number of places within the and virtue, and patriotism. Notwithstanding too demands made upon
these indemnity withdrawals were made exthe Justice said, was, that as the breweries had
privileges of this system to be 189 at the end of
The Commissionerexpresses regret at the
signs
of
abating.
clusivelv
for
the
interest!
of
the
companies,
been erected prior to tho passage of tho prohibithe year. The averagecost per carrier fell still
unavoidable loss inflicted on the farmers of
tion law, and, as they were of little use except for
below that of last year, from $889.15 to *867.67, lew of them, if any, constructed their roiuls
-mv by the cattle quarantine,and adds :
A City of Mexico dispatch says: “It or
breweries, their property was taken without
$21.48 to each, 2.41 per cent. This was due to
within the time prescribed in the granting act
There h*a not been a time in years when
due process of law in violation of the Consti- is believed in well-informed circles that tho larger proportion of offices in towns whioh as an express condition on whioh the grant was this malady has been confinedto such restriottution. But all property under our form of
have but two grades of carriers,and to the con- made. Maps of “probable,"“general,”"desig- ed areas as at present,and, consequently,tho
government,be held, was subject to the the United Sthtes has transmittedto the siderable number of carriers in the lowest nated," and ’definite’routes of said roads ware conditions are very favorable for ite complete
filed with rapidity in the department, and with*
obligationthat it should not be used so Government of Mexico a claim in behalf grade by new appointments
eradication.If the State authorities continue
as to injuriously affect the rights of the comTho money-orderservice continued to in- drawals thereunderasked and almost Invaria- their co-operation aa at present, which there is
munity, and thereby become a nuisance. The of Culting. There is much excitement crease in volume daring the past year, the bly granted, until the public land, States and every reason to expect, and if an appropriation
State of Kansas had a right to prohibitthe over the matter, and on all hands toe opin- amount in the aggregate of domestic orders Territories,was gridironed over with railroad, is made by Congress equal to that of the presliquor traffic. It did not thereby take away the ion is freely expressed that the nation will issued reaching $113,462,060.89,
and of interna- panted and Indemnity, Umits; and in many ent fiscal year, and with authority fer its simiinstancesthe limita of one road overlapping lar use, It is believed that this dangerous
the propertyof brewers. It simply abated a
tional order $9,035,530.31 ; 3.2 per centum of Innuisance, 'l^he propertywas not taken away never sustain a Government in paying crease over the preceding year in domestic or- and conflicting with other roads in the most plague can be exterminated by the end of tbe
from its owners; they were only prohibited such a claim. The National urges the ders, and 25.86 per cent, in foreign. The bewilderingmanner, so that the settler seeking next fiscal year."
from using it for a specific purpose, which the press of the country to protest with one aggregateof postal notes Issued was 911, 768,- a home could scarcely find a desirable location
The Commissioner says it Is yet too early to
that was not claimed by some one -or, perhaps,
824.81,an iuoreaseof but $50,814.76.
Legislature declared to be injuriousto the voice against the claim.”
Iniki e*a?v0®°lal totement of the result#In decommunity.
The speoial-delivery service does not appear two or three— of the many roads to which tail of the present year's experiments in the
The Inter-State Commission has de- to have commandedmuch increase of patron- grants of land had been made by Congress.
JusticeF.old concurred in the opinion so
ueyeiopmentof sorghum-sugar manufacture,
"Nor was this all, Though the desired tract
far as it related to the two cases in which the cided that colored people may be assigneo age during the year.
but that enough is known alreadyto enable
might not be apparently covered by a railroad
The revenue of the past year enjoyed its chief
State of Kansas was defendant
locaUon,
the
settler
would
hardly
select
it
bethe ente^rtee* antloipat#** early aDcceBB of
He agreed, ho said, to to much of the opinion separate cars, but they must be equal in increase from the sale of scamps and stamped
paper, In which the gain was $4,223,887.96— fore the agents of the corporations would set up
as sustains the validity of the (act of Kansas accommodationsto those for whites.
The experiments in silk-reelinghave not yet
a claim to te or to the right to occupy or demore
than
10
per
cent.
There
was
a
gain
of
prohibiting the sale of intoxicantswhich are
reached the point of paying their own expenses,
nude
it under the right-of-way aud construction
nearly
15
per
cent
in
the
sale
of
newspaper
and
Attorney General Garland has ormanufactured in the State after the passage of
but that was hardly £0 be hoped forwitha plant
privileges conferredby the grantingact Thus
periodical stamps-over 4 per cent better than
the act He was not prepared,however, to ear
so limited. Another year's experienoe, it fa exdered the release of certain mnnicipal of- the generalrate of increase.
tho settler, ignorant of his legal rights,and
pected, will show what can be done under fawith no one to advise him with respect to either vorable conditions.
The
expenditures
show
an
apparently
rlsiug
ficialsof Lincoln, Nebraska,from the jail
percentageof 3.4, which, although but one-half the law or the facts, would for the soke of peace
Tbe commissioner recommendsthat the pubat Omaha, where they were confined by a the average of the six years ended Juno 30, 1885, aud home readily consent to purchase the land
under proper regulations
lic printer be authorized to furnish to the agriUnited
States
Marshal.
from
the
company.
In
this
way
these
corporawhich was 6.8 per cent , yet exceedsthe ratio of
the health and morals of the people
culturalpress of the country, at the mere cost
tions, in addition to the lands granted to them,
increase in 1886, which was but 2.6 per cent
of any article which Congress may
!?bty. *nd material,electrotypesof inch
have
claimed,
sold
and
received
the
price
of
a
authorize to
imported. He was
illustrationsof the department aa the editors
CONGRESS.
great
deal
of
other
land
to
which
they
had
not ready to admit that New York ’or any
may desire, and that tbe duties of the seed
neither legal nor moral right, nor the shadow division be transferred to State and Territorial
other coast State can thus defeat an act of ConSON OF HIS
of either.
gress. Neither could he concur in the validity
At the caucus of Democratic Congressmen In
experiment stations.The commissioner disap‘Tho confusion,hardship and impositions proves of the effortsto make his department an
of .the thirteenth section of the prohibition act
Washington Saturday night, tho 3d Inst, Mr.
practiced upon the settlers were greatlyinof Kansas, because he believed it authorized
executivedepartment with a cabinet minister
creased by the bold scheme of the corporation at its head. Ho says that the building of reserthe destruction of property without due process Carlislewas renominated for Speaker,Gen- Charles Dickens, Jr., Interviewedby
agents where withdrawals were made of lands voirs among the Rooky Mountainstor the
of law. He could not see upon what principle
eral Clark for Clerk, and John K. Leedom for
to which the legal title of the companies had
a Pittsburg Reporter.
the liOgislatnro,after dosing the brewery,can
Bergeant-at-arms.There was a coutostover
storage of an immense volume of water now
not attached, and which afterward remained in
order tho destruction of liquor, which it admits
the nominationof Doorkeeper, in which Breckwasted should command the early attention of
the
same
condition
for years through the failnre
Congress.
may be valuable for medical or mechanical pur- inridge of Arkansas and Blount of Georgia
of
Conpess
to
make
the
necessary
appropriposes; nor could he see why the protection of came to blows. Donelson of Tennessee,
[Pittsburg special.)
ations for the surveys.
the morals of the State required the destruc- the present incumbent, and
B.
Charles Dickens,Jr., was interviewed here,
THE NATIONAL BANKS.
“Years have elapsedsince many of the grants
tion of bottlesand other utensilsafter tho
Hurt
Mississippi wero the can- and talked freely on literature and literary
have been maue, and other years since the
liquor hod been emptied from them.
didates. Breckinridge opened the fight in men. Referringto Haggard and Stevenson,he
caucus by a vigorous attack upon Donolson's aid their successwas due to the foot that the withdrawals. Homo of the companies have Annual Report to Congress of the Compconstructed the entire line of their roads,
Another Important Supreme Court Decision. personal and official record, and was replied to people were tired of the small-beerstyle of others
troller of the Currency.
fragmentary portions only, and others
by Blount and others. In the course of BreckThb case of the imprisoned official^ of inridge’sreply he expressed surprise that any writers of the HoweUs and James schooL He again none at all ; but the withdrawals of the
The
annual
report of the Comptroller of the
added:
lands were no less effective as a barrier against Currenoy shows that the total number of naVirginia has been decided by the United gentleman should continue to support Donnf“I say this with all respect to the gentlemen the settlersin the one case than in the other
tional
banks
organized
up to Oct. 31 was 3,805,
on, knowing his record. Blount who was stanC.
States Supreme Court in their favor, the Ing near, planted a square blow upou the nosb named, but It is an obvious truth. The read- It mattered not wnat might be his equities ac- of which 625 have gone into voluntary liquidaing public has grown weary of that sort of quired by years of toll upon what he believed tion, 119 have failed, leaving in operation at
State being sustained in all points. The of the little Arkansas member, and brought thl work, and they seize upon the origiaality of
to be a part of the national domain. It was dethat date 3,0.11. The total number of new banks
court declares in substance, that a State hlood Breckinridge promptly resentedthis
Haggard and Stevenson with avidity.Mr. clared by the higbostjudicial tribunal, as ex- formed during the last year was 22J ; total numa blow that skinned Blount's cheek-bone. Thl
cannot be sued or coerced in the Federal combatants strove to continue the fight Stevensonhas, of course, much of Defoe in his pounded by the highest law officers of the ber closed during the year, 33, of which 25 went
courts, whether the action be brought but only succeeded in batteringpretty bodlf wording. Mr. Haggard has also a predecessor. executive, that a withdrawalonce made by into voluntaryliquidation and 8 failed.
competent authoritywas legal and effective to
The gross increase in national bank capital
againstit by name or against its officialsin Mr. Rusk, of Maryland,who had steppefl
exclude all from intrusion within its limita.
during the year amounted to $:k', 894,77a, of
between
them.
Tarsney, of Michigan, anj
their oilicuticapacity,Judge Harlan’s was
“After
years
of
waiting
Congress
had
failed
Randall came to his rescue, and after tbt
which $3,868,005representsan increaseof capthe only dissenting opinion.
to empower the department to make the necesital by banks existing Nov. 1, 1886. There was,
pugilists wore separated and the oxcitemen!
sary surveyswhereby some of tbe grants might however, a decrease of capital of $6,322,45, of
had subsidedthe affair was amicably arranged
be adjustedaud no immediate prospectof such
TelegraphicBriefs.
and the discussion proceeded.Hurt was
which $4,087,450was the aggregatecapital of
surveys was in light. But a law was passed the thirty -three banks which went into volunchosen. Mr. Milburn, the blind preachThe death is announced at London of finally
March 3, 1887 [24 States, i66!, whereby the Sec- tary liquidation and failed, and the remainder
er, was renominated for Chaplain. The Reretary of the Interiorwas Mlrected to im- represent#a decrease of capital by banks still
Lord Lyons, British Ambassador to publican Congressionalcaucus nominated Mr.
mediately adjust each of the railroad land In operation. The net increase of capitalfor
Reed, of Maine, as their candidate for the
France, who was Minister to this country Bpeakorship.The other nominations for House
grauts made by Congress to aid in the con- the year is therefore *30.5/2,325.
struction of railroads.'
officers ware Edward McPherson, of PennsylOn the other hand, there is a net decreaseof
duriug the war of the rebellion.
“With an earnest desire to obey the mandate $50,(95,590 in the circulationrepresented by
vania, for Clerk ; Daniel Shepard, of Illinois,
of Congress -to give to tho corporationstheir
M. Gavabd, a Radical of Geneva, has for Sergeaut-at-Arnis;
W. F. Fitch, of Ohio.foi
bonds. The decrease resultingfrom the surevery right under the laws, and at the same render of circulation by banks still in operation
Doorkeeper; and Gray, of Dakota, for Postbeen electedPresident of Switzerland.
time to follow the directions given by you to is $57,770,475,and tho decreasecaused by banks
master. Mr. Cannon, of Illinois, was re-electod
see that ample protection should be extended
Austrian and Hungarian subjects re- Chairman of the caucus for the presentCongoing into voluntaryliquidationand faiUngls
gross.
to settlers and those seeking to make $1,274,380, making a gross decroaseof$59,044,833,
siding in Russian provinces have been orsettlement on tbe publio lands (a mat- offset by a total increase of $8,549,265,which
ter which had been so long and so con slate of an increase by the formationof new
dered to leave the country before Jan. 13.
MARKET ^REPORTS.
utterly overshadowed), I entered upon a banks of $4,592,090aud an increaseof olroulamost carefulconsiderationof the whole sub- tion by previously existing banks to the amount
The Fiftieth Congress assembled on Monday,
NEW YORK.
ject of the history and law relatingto land
Of $3,957,175.
Dec. 5, and such formalities were observedas
grants, and conoludeu that If the department
SArrLE ..........................
3 4.75 (3 5.25
In the cases of four of the five banks whioh
5.25 & 6.00
was clothed with authority to mako indemnity failed the creditors have received principal and
are usual at the opening of a session. In tho £"Os .............................
Wheat— No. l White ............. 01* 3 .92*
withdrawals,as hod been done in so many in- Interest In full, and in case of tbe fl.th the tofcenato Mr. Ingallsoccupied the chair. ConNo. 2 Hod ............. .90
91
stances,the exercise -of that authority was a tal of dividendsamounts to 81 per cent The
trarytoexpoctation.no©ejectionwas made to cobn-no. 2 ...........
is (0 .63
matter entirely within sound discretionand total amount of money paid in dividends durthe admiaaionof Mr. Turpio,but Mr. Faulkner, Oats— White ..................... 39
not a matter of legal obligation in any respect; ing the last year is $2, 100,203; whole amount
3
.42
of West Virginia, it was determined,could not Pobk— New Mess ................ 15.25
that the some sound discretion, which in the piald to creditors of insolvent banks since the
(316.00
,
Certaiu questionswhich
CHICAGO.
interest of the companiesjustiflod said with- system has been in operation is $29,434,936, upop.
might affect the validity .of his election were Cattle— Choice to Piimo Steers 5.25 (3 0.00
drawals, now demanded peremptorily In the proved claims amountingto $46,938,388 ; total
settled. Tho Democratic caucus nominees for
Good ...................4.00 IA 175
publio interesta speedy revocation of the assessmentson stockholders,$9,945,250,of
Ksofficers of the House wore all chosen. When
Fair Shipping ......... 3.50 (3 4.25
same ; and that the most effective way of exwhioh gross collections have amounted to
the election of
Speaker came be- Hoos-Shipplng blades ......... 4.75 « 5.50
pediting on adjustment of tho land grants, and
$4,682,563.
fore the House John G. Carlisle was putin Floub— Winter Wheat ......... 3.75 •<« 4.25
doing exact justice to the companies, guarding
The Comptrollersubmits a codificationof the
nomination by Mr. Cot, of Now York, and Wheat-No. 2 Red Winter .....
.78*3
and promoting the interestsof the settlers banking laws. He recommendsthat the mlniOhomas B. R ed by Mr. Cannon, of Illinois. Cobn-No. 2 ..................... .49 *»
also,
was
to
permit
the
public
to
enter
into
mnm amount of bonds to be deposited by a
‘Kaloolah.’ which was written years ago and
The vote rosuitodas follows: Total number Oats-No. 2. ... ............... •29* 3
never made much of a stir, has very much of a competitionwith the companies in the selec- bank as aeouritv for circulation shall be 10 per
of votes cut, 313. For Carlisle, 163; for Buiteb—Choice Creamery ...... .28 <3
tion
of lands heretoforewithdrawn for Indemcent, of the capital of banks not over $250,000,
family resemblance to ‘She’ and tho present
Reed, 118; for Brumm, of Pennsylvania.
Fine Dairy ........... .18 &
and $25,000for banks of which tin capitalexromantic school. These gentlemen have been nity purposes.
2. Of tKe four Independents Anderson of Cheese— Full Cream, new ...... .11**
"Accordingly, on May 23. 1887, with your apceeds 1250.000;also that the semi-annual duty
fortunate in their opportunities.They have
Iowa, voted for Carlisle;NiohoUs. of North Kaos— Fresh .................... .20 &
proval, rules were laid noon the different comon olronlation be hereafter charged only on the
hit upon the tide whioh leads to fortuno."
Carolina, and Bmith, of Wisconsin,for Brumm, Potatoes— Choice, par bu ........80
. rt
amount issued upou bonds depositedin excess
"Do the editorsof English periodicalshave panies for whose benefit withdrawals had been
“OPkta*. ot Virginia,did not vote! PoBK-Mess .....................
14.25 015.00
many offers of matter from American story and made to show cause by a certain day why sold of the minimum amount as above ; also that
The Clerk thereupon declared Mr. Carlisle
MILWAUKEE.
withdrawals should not be revoked. Some of the national-banknotes be counted as a part of
essay writers?" he was asked.
to be the duly elected Bueaker,and that gen- Wheat— Cash .................... 75*3 .76*
the lawful reserve of banks.
"So far as I know, American writers do not the oomponles failed to show cause ; others filed
tleman was escorted to the Speaker's desk by
answers assenting to the revocation, as they
Tbe existing laws as to the responsibility of
Messrs. Cox and Rood, amid loud applauso. Oats-No. 2. White ............... 32 4 .W* endeavor to write for the English market They had received satisfaction of the grant either in
officersof banks are modified by this code so
find their best market at borne. In fact I may
of offlceJBWng been administeredby Rye— No. 1 ........................ .. . .59
folio*
*sfsr
as
possible
; others assented on
os
to avoid existing obstaoles to their prompt
that what would do admirably for the
Mr Kelley, of flKisylvauia,the Speaker Pobk— Men ..... ............14.75 015.25 say
American public would hardly suit English condition that lands covered by selections al- enforcement. The restriction on banks os to
sapped the HousHto order and Mr. Carlisle
ST. LOUIS.
readers, although to a very cousiderableex- ready made should bo excepted from the order making loans in excess of ten per cent, of capimade a speech of thanks, in which he said: Wheat-No. 2 Red .............. .78*3 .79
of revocation, and other companies objectedto
tal to any one party is modified in respect to
Coun— Mixed .................... .47*40 •«* tent English writers please Amerioans.”
It must ba evident to every one who has taken
loans upon collateral security, and the total
"Is there much demand for poetry outside of the order of revocation as illegaland a violation
even a partial aurvey of public affairsthat the OATS-Cash ...................... -31 0 .31*
of
chartered
rights.
Briefs
were
filed
and
oral
limit is raised to twenty per cent, of capital and
currentpublicationsin magazines?”
time has now come when a revision of our rev- Pobk— Moss ..
14.50 015.00
arguments
accorded
to
the
counsel
of
such
comsurplus. The provisions as to reserve upon de"Very little. Volumes of verse are almost
enuelawsauda redactionof taxation are abTOLEDO.' ”*
without sale. There Is, however, mnoh good panies os decked to be heard, all of which were posits ore modifiedso os not to include GovWHEAT-Cash ...... .............. .84 3 .85
solutely necessary in order to prevent a large
fully
and
carefully
considered,
as
was
due
to
ernment deposits, and the provision as to State
and dangerousaccumulation of money in the COBN-Ca.h .......................52*0 .58* work In the periodicals— work which Is much the importance of the questions and magniTreasury. Whether this ought or ought OATs-May ........................55 0 .85* above the average of half a century ago— and tude of the interests Involved, and on Aug. 13, taxation of national banks is also modified,
for this there Is great demand.”
DETROIT.
**»{> done heretofors is a question
He thought the greatest weakness of the writ- 1887, my views were fully expressed in a deciwhich it would be useless now to discuss It Is Beef Cattle...,. ......
3.75 0 4.50
ers of to-day was lack of originality. They slon rendered in the case of the Atlantic A PaLET US HATE PEACE.
sufficientfor us to know that tne financial con4.00 0 4.50
.....
..........
work for money instead of fame, and hence are cific railroad company, which, by answer and
ditiou of the Government and the private
3.50 0 4.50
argument,
raised
nearly
all
the
objections
that
—
„ --““
-HU
UUJUUUUUU
kUBb
manner and matter. Some of the
bnsinssa of the people alike demand the Wheat-No.'1 White ‘
.54* .85* careless in
In part only by a number of A Peace Society that Wants a Hundred
writers of all departments of literature were presented in
.52*3 .53* greatest
prompt eonsideratlon of these subject# and the
other. companies.I send herewith a copy of
Millions of Dollars.
were Americans.Newspaperliterature in the other
aneedv enartmaut of some substantial measure om-Nalwhite;'.::::;.:::-:.:
.34 %0 .35*
United States, he said, was very fine consider- the whole text of that opinion, In which these
The
Pennsylvania
Peace Society,says a
of relief. Unfortunately, we are menaced by
CINCINNATI.
objections were answered seriatim.
ing the haste with whioh everythinghad to be
dangers from opposite directions. While Wheat-No. 2 Red .............. .85 <3 .86
"Two days later tbe orders withdrawing the Philadelphiadispatch, has just celebrated
prepared.
* policy of non-action must inevitably re- o°»*-Naa ...................... .54* ft .55*
. lands within the indemnity limits and reservits twenty-first anniversary.Resolutions
eult, sooner or later, in eerioua Injury to Oats-No. 2 ...................... .33 0 .34
I Ing the same from settlement were revoked,
were adopted requesting Congress to enact
tho country, we cannot be unmindful of zPouk— -MeslT
.........................
..... 015.25
Considerable excitementwas caused
_____ _ *o<l the lands restored to the public domain and
a law appropriating $100,000,000 for tha
too 0 5.75
ft*. .*** to** hasty and inconsiderate ?^Boo» ........
to
settlement-first,
in
the
cases
of
two
compaat the New York Metal Exchange by an
BUFFALO.
legislationon eubjecta more or Ions ofnies which had not answered ; second,in those purpose of organizing and maintaining, in
unfavorable
report
from
the
Calnmet
and
Wheat—
No.
1
Hard
..............
89*9
.90*
fecting large finanoial and industrial interests
answered and assented ; and third, in the localitieswhen they are needed, indus.5*2 :5* Heola copper mines; The copper trans- which
might produce, temporarily at least, die- cosm-no 2 Yeuow::
oases of the companies whioh set up defenses
trial manual training schools and kinder............... .......... 4.50 0 5.00
turWes and embarrassments which 5 more
actions on the exchange for the last two coming within the rulings In the foregoing
prudent course Iwould entirely avoid. Investgarten schools free to both sexes; requestopinion.
days
amounted
to
between
5,000,000
and
..... ’INDUNAPOUB. 4 75 ^
meats made and labor employed In the limner"In the congressional
grants to the following ing the Preiident to recommend to Congress
6,000,000
pounds.
ous end valuable industries which have grown Beef Cattle ....................4,00 0 5.00
railroad companies: The Hastings A Dakota, such an appropriation in lien of the large
up under our present eystem of taxation ought
the St. Paul A Northern Pacific,the Bt, Paul,
appropriations already suggested for tho
not to be rudely dtatnrbed by sudden and radA Manitoba, the Bt Paul A Sioux
I
I A—
.
The commission appointedby Congress Minneapolis
- “!LAT“No' 3 K,d ......... ..... .00*9 .81*
City, the Sioux City and St Paul and the support and increase of the army and navy;
to procure a site for a new postofflee at Winona A St Peter. It is provided that upon deprecatingthe publication of reporta of
and the obviousrequire- ^***""**1*^EAST LIBBERTY.
San Francisco report that the $350,000 filing the mape designatingthe routes of ssid pngiliatio encounters; favoring the exercise
tel situation cannot be enappropriation for tne purpose ia insuffi- roods and branches It shall be the duty of the of suffrage without regard to sex, and the
Oattle — Prime ..................150 0 5.00
seriously imperiling
secretaryof the Interior to withdraw from
cient, owing to the high valne of real esFair ....................4.00 0 4.50
prohibition of the liquor traffic. A com-- :• widely extended interCommon
...............
s.00
0 8.50
tate in the city, and recoramendthat it be
6 could possibly be injuriously
mittee was appointed to look after Con.........
5.50
0
6.00
— *i and reasonableredno- Bueep ......
increased to $850,000.
gressional legislationon the establishment
.....
4.SI 0 f.00
Won ofdutfe
of an arbitrationconnoiL
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and_drew a

tunny tea.”
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And
an
— I amid
them

tat a beggar,
A churl of low degree;
And they all went tailing,tailing,
Orer the tunny tea.

WINTER

mur

knife. Finding him
old gentleman,“except that he’s as self unarmed, the ruffian turned and
poor as a choroh mouse. You under- fled, closely followed by Bill Peters.
•tand me now. I’ll have no more Onward rushed Jim Larkins, pale and
J*Hyg®gging between you and Harry trembling and panting with rage and
Wingate.
fear, before the determined pursnit and
And he stamped angrily out of the frightful attack of his adversary,who
room and slammed the door behind followed him with madness in his eve,

pop*, and a kaiier,

And a queen— moat fair waa ahi
Went tailing,tailing,tailing,
Oyer a

said Isabel, indignantly, as} Bill Peters instantly knocked

n as he was ont of hearing.
_______
gistol from his
None in the world, ” said the choleric lerons looking

CTO. MACXAY.

him.

"Let ut turn adrift tbit beggar,
Thit churl of low degree ;
For he tainti the balmy odora
That blow to you and me,
At we trarel, tailing, tailing,
Over the tunny tea. ”

CHAPTER
A week had passed

IX

and revenge in every feature of
countenance.Finally, driven to

by since the

tremity, at the edge of a precipice a few
rods distant, he turned back upon his

Iris

—A.

Urw

--

Season.

How

—Lapeer

-

.v»

disposed of.

$700 to help Grist-Miller Palmer to pat in
the roller process machinery.

—A

Gams of

Racquets

— Tha Latest

Down

;

:

;

“Ah! you speak very warmly in his dease. Oh, my child ! my child ! I
praise,” said the displeased creole, as am left alone in my old ago. I shall
”
nis brow darkened and hisshaip, white die
But
Harry
waited to hear no more,
teeth gleamed beneath his black,
drooping mnstache. “A young lady of lushing from the house he mounted
your station should have more care as iis horse and galloped away toward
to how she converses with her father’s he camp where the cattle were pasturhired man.”
ing; and an hour later, accompaniedby
“And so noble and chivalrous a gentle- three stalwart men, he was rapidly
man as Mr. Rafael Marcia considers riding across the moonlit prairie, on the
himself to be, should put more restraint *rail of the despoilers.
upon his tongue, and meddle less with
things that do not concern him,” hotly
CHAPTER III
returned Isabel
“Now, by the holy mother, Isabel,
It was five minutes previous to Harry
you are in error. It does most cer- Wingate’s arrival at the Duran ranch,
tainly concern Rafael Marcia as to the as described in the preceding chapter.
bearing of his chosen wife. For I have The clock on tho mantel-piece was
willed it that you, Isabel Duran, shall striking the hour of 10. Isabel was
be my wife.”
sitting at the table reading. John
“Then your will must miscarry, for I )uran had just taken up his candle,
shall never be your wife, Rafael and was about to retire to his bed,
when suddenly Rafael Marcia and two
Marcia.”
villainous looking men rushed into the
“Virgin Mary!” cried the creole.
“Do you refuse me? Now I have set louse, sprang upon him, threw him to
my heart upon yon, and have you I will, the floor with great violence, and instantly bound and gagged him.
in spite of everything. ”
And the next moment the angry Before Isabel could collect her scat-

-

!

crdblo would have wrested Isabel from
saddle, and forcibly carried her
away on his own steed, had he not received so fierce a blow in the face from

her

the clenched hand of Harry Wingate
as to send him ont of his saddle,
stunned, to the grass.

Though it was not long until he was
in the saddle again, Harry and Isabel
were some distance away. He did not
attempt to overtake them, bnt, turning
his horse’s head toward home, he continned on his way, muttering:
“Let them go. ^ 111 be revenged for
this insult. My time will soon come. ”
That evening Isabel related her adventure with the creole to her father.
“I don’t like this,” suspiciously exclaimed old John Duron, reading well
the glow and then the confessionin the
young people’s faces. “I have had a suspicion before that yon two were more
interested in each other than a girl in my
daughter’sstation and her father’s hired
dependent should be. Isabel, I forbid

yon naa any tnongnts
daughter, I would order you off
my ranch."
xu. u «jx nouivjr uiac

of

my

Without a word in reply Harrv

Overrated.
A widow who, having come from the
East and established herself in a
Western town, was visited by a friend
from the old home.
“Well, how do you liko it out here,

its

of the open house in Clare.

-A woman near Elk Rapids

time.

bad

a rebel

flag lying around her garret for twenty
years and didn’t know what it was, so she

[SPECIAL CHICAGO CORRESPONDENCE.] sold It the other day for rage. It was
Winter is now fairly upon ns, and aronnd eighty feet long and bore thelneeription
“Nashville.”It was supposed to be the
the shipping and receiving doors of the big
aportingigoodiestablishments of Ghieago
are piled great stacks— not of base-ball
bate, masks, balls, gloves, and other para-

property of the blockade-runnerof that
A peddler took it to Eaetport,
where it was exhibited and offered for $6;

name.

phernaliaof the diamond, bnt of tobog- no takers. This waa some days ago, and it
gans, bob-sleds,gymnasium apparatus, has been lost sight of since.
cues of ice and roller skates, cases of
—Some time ago an Adrian and an Ouwarm and brilliantly hoed Canadian sted man traded horses. It was not many
wool blankets, for manufacture in- days before (he latter put in an angry ap-

to

toboggan costumes, piles of pearance at the latter’s place of business.
snowshoes and crates of racqnet bats, The Adrian animal, he claimed, was lick
and all other appliancesnecessary to in when the trade was made, and bed since
and ont door winter sports.
died. He thought he was entitled to damIf the weather is favorablethroughout ages, and that $100 waa about the proper
the Northwest this winter, the indications figure. After some littleparley the Adrianare that winter sports will be more gener- Re paid the money. He was somewhat
ally indulged in this year than ever before.

surprised a few days later, to see tbs horse

Among

^hich he supposed was dead, trotting plac-

ice

idly along a country road, hauling a

outdoor sports, tobogganing and
skating will of course take the prefer-

ence.

and

The manager of the Chicago house of
Spalding & Bros., who probably handle the
largest number of toboggani and ice skates
or any sportinn goods home in the
country, remarked
inquirer
the other day that where their

to an

a

—

muskrat that had strayed from

haunts, was killed one day recently in front

Popular Indoor Pas-

t

HER.

— The citizensof Centervillehave raised

Cost of Constrnelion, Etc.

Tho

Circuit Coart is in session.

There are seventeen divorce cases to be

to Build a Toboggan Sllde-

The

Hayes, a Clare County man, boaste
having grown a quart of peanuts this

year.

;

HOW HE WON

of

paring for the Current

ex-

above recorded events. It was a bright, foe, and grappled him firmly at the
moonlit night. Bashemath, the colored throat. They clinched, struggled, fell
"^Thitfe^url of
th° b®,glir»
•And we're aU of ut tSlIng, tailing,
housemaid, had gone to a neighboring together, and rolled to the very edge
{To tht grave, o’er the tunny tea.
ranch to visit her sister; Harry of the dizzy height
And you may not, and you cannot,
They rose again. For a single inW’ingate had businesson a distant part
Get rid of mine or me
No, not for your crownt and copters—
of the ranch where the cattle were stant the arm of Jim Larkins, nerved
If y name it death I” quoth he.
pasturing,and Isabel and her father by despair, held the uplifted hand of
were the only occupants of the house. Bill Peters, which still clutched the
When Harry came within sight of the murderous knife, then, with a sudden
house, on his return, he discovered an effort, the knife descended; but Jim
unusual commotion inside, indicatedby Larkins in his death grapple, dragged
BY J. H. SPENCER,
the moving of a light from window to Bill Peters in his iron clutch, and
window, and three horses standing in together they dashed over the edge of
plunged the
CHAPTER L
front of the residence. Turning ab- the precipice.
deadly
enemies,
clasped
in that last
ruptly from the beaten track he disIt was a right handsome young mounted from his horse, tied him to a frightful embrace, and their mangled
couple that waa dashing through the shade tree near the . barn, and then bodies struck upon the sharp crags at
the bottom of the ravine.
narrow strip of woodland that board- made his way toward the house.
Isabel was now free. With an ex’ered a small stream in Eastern New
As he advanced he saw the form of
Mexico, and out over the green prairie a man moving along in the shrubbery clamation of joy she started to leave the
at a merry canter, for the shadows before him. He stepped quickly be- spot, but had taken bnt a few steps beWere growing long, which betokened hind a bush, bnt just in tlmt instant a fore Rafael Marcia had her in his grasp.
“Wretch!” she cried, striking him
the sun was getting low in the heavens cloud passed over the moon and the
and there was yet two good miles to be form was almost instantly lost in the full in the face with her clenched hand,
traversed
traversed before the Doran ranch
ranch darkness. Advancing with more caucan- while her eyes gleamed in the pale
would be reached. He was over six tion, and removing his pistols so that moonlight like coals of firo. “Unhand
feet in height, with broad shoulders, ho could command their immediate use, me this instant.”
“Resign yourself. You shall not
large, muscular, well-formed limbs, Harry crept forward, carefully scan• regular features, curly, red-brown hair ning every object around him, but with escape me now. Your friends are on
and beard, and honest blue eyes. She his attention centered upon the house. our trail, but they will not rescue you.
was tall, graceful, and well-formed, There was just then a low, peculiar Dare to utter a cry and I will kill
with delicately chiselled features, coal- whistle off at his right, and the light, yon,” said the creole, brandishing a
black hair and eyes, and a piflk and as seen at the windows, was extin- gleaming knife before her eyes.
Terrified at the menace, Isabel alwhite complexion, like the inside of a guished. Harry now advanced to near
delicate sea-shell.
lowed
herself to be dragged unresistthe house, and partly in the rear,
They were the lovely Isabel Duran, when he saw a man emerge from the ingly through the forest
After dragging the girl ruthlessly
only child of the wealthy ranchman, back door, carrying what appeared to
John Dnran, and her father's overseer, be the form of a human being wrapped with him until she fainted with fright,
Harry Wingate, riding side by side as in
thick blanket. Instinctively Rafael Marcia laid her on the ground
they had ridden all the bright, spring the thought entered 'his mind that for a moment, in order to arrange his
afternoon.Nor thought they, as ten- Isabel was being abducted, and, spring- weapons so that ho might bear her
der joys were born to their hearts, and ing forward with a bound, he leveled away in his arms. While doing this he
softer glances fell athward their vision, his pistol at the head of the abductor, espied Harry Wingate, followed bv his
of the rage that would possess the commanding him to stop. The word three companions, advancing, and, takwealthy owner of the Duran ranch, had scarcely passed his* lips when he ing hasty aim with his rifle, he fired at
should he learn of this nn seeming fa- received
a
---blcow from behind which them. The ball passed harmlessly
over their heads and lodged in the
miliarity between his daughter and his felled him senseless.
hired dependent
A full quarter of an hour passed be- trunk of a tree behind them. As the
Suddenly there appeared over a rise fore Harry recovered consciousness. creole bounded off, Harry raised his
on the prairie a few rods in advance of Hastily entering the house, he saw by rifle and fired in return, with deadly
them, a young man, whose black hair the dim light of the moon a dark ob- effect. Rafael Marcia, with a cry of
and swarthy complexion proclaimed ject lying on the floor; and, lighting a agony, fell dead, pierced through the
him to be of Spanish descent He rode lamp which stood on the table, he found heart The men bore his body |to
a powerful and handsome black horse
the object to be John Duran, gagged, the precipice,and flinging it into the
and when Harry Wingate recognized his arms pinioned to his sides, and his ravine, hurried back to Harry and
Isabel. Isabel had by this time rein the new-comerno other than Rafael ankles bound together.
Marcia, neighbor to John Duran, and
Harry lost no time in releasing the covered from her swoon, and tenderly
one of the wealthiest ranchmen in the old man from his uncomfortablepre- placing her before him upon bis horse,
county, he drew back grudgingly to dicament, and ho feebly raised himself Harry and his companions returned
with her to the Duran ranch.
see him take his place at Isabel’s side. to a sitting posture.
Tho joy of old John Duran, when his
“This hired man of your father’s,” u “For the love of God,” he groaned,
said the young creole to Isabel, “seems “pursue the villains and recover my daughter was brought back to him safe
and sound, can be better imagined than
to be a most impudent boor, and should daughter!”
have a lesson taught him of becoming
“Who has carried her off?” de- described.Taking her hand and plachumility.”
ing it in Harry’s, he said in a voice that
manded Harry.
trembled with emotion
“Rafael
Marcia
and
two
other
vil
Isabel knew by the flushed conte“Take her, my boy; yon are worthy
nance and whisky-tantedbreath of lains,” cried John Duran, wringing his
Rafael Marcia that he had been drink- hands and trembling with agony. “Oh, of her. I had rather give her to you
for God’s sake! waste no more time than to any other man I know.”
ing more than was good for him.
Two weeks later there was a grand
“You are mistaken,Mr. Marcia,” re- lere. Bring her back to me and I will
wedding
at the Duran ranch, and Harry
turned Isabel, firmly. “He is one of teop her from you no longer.
the noblest and best men of my ac- I give you my word 0/ honor that Wingate and Isabel Duran were made
quaintance.”
rou shall marry her whenever you husband and wile.— Chicago Ledger.
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Skaters and Tobogganista Pre-
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And the king taid to the kaiter
And hit comrade* fair and free,
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that the log crop

the coming winter may affeet tho price of

the Saginaw Valley product next eeaeon.
There will be about 50,000,000 feet of logs
back in the Tittabawasseeto come into
next year’s supply, and the other streams

mu, demand and booms ore not
would be almost double these

as to the cos

wagon

stranger.Mad? Well, rather.

situated dissimilarly,

from a comparativepoint of view. This
fact, added to that other, (hot a vast
amount of acorched timber, through the
ravages of forest fires, will necessarily,be

present indicationsit is safe to say
that the coming holidays will find one or
more slides in operation in every populous cut this winter, which it was intended to
town in the Northwest. It is an easy mat- hold for future operations, will materially
ter for thirty or forty young people to get increase the log crop, and the other fad
together, form a dub, and contribute
or $15 apiece toward that most manufacturersare arguing in
the construction of
slide and favor of cloae work and general curtailthe purchaseof a score of star toboggani. ment, while individually straining every
Judging from the manner in which the nerve to get in all they can themselves,
young people of Chicago have gone into
the sport already,they expect to receive leads to the belief that there will be a good
their full share of fuu for the expense in- log supply at last for next season. Whether
curred. And why not? An excellent arti- there will be an over supply is a question
ficial slide can be erected for from $250 to
over which there is considerable discussion.
$350, and the lumber can always be conThere is little fear of an over supply for
verted to other uses after the season closes,
the
mill capacity,bnt whether there will be
or can be stored away for constructionwhen
another season begins. Where natural sufficient to affect prices next year is the
slides exist, this Expense of course need
question which becomes important, bnt
not be incurred. Twenty toboggans will cost
$100 more, and costumes can be purchased cannot be answered until the boom companies begin to work.
or made at home with such expense as the
owner can afford. When this has been
-Algernon V. Hinckley, 23 yean old,
done the sport to be enjoyed upon the
torch-lighted and ice- sheeted run ways, and Mary E. Wiseman, 21 years old, both
or by the rays of a fall moon when a sooro
of Norvell, visited the County Clerk’s
or more of rosy-cheekedand brilliantly
costumed couples are ont for a slide in the office, at Jackson, and secured a license to
crisp, cold air, can only be fully under- become man and wife. They were anxious
stood when participated in. Of coorst a that the ceremony bo performed without
regulationtoboggan costume is not really
delay and asked the clerk if he could not
necessary to the enjoymentof this pastime
of the Canadians, but when a tobogganist get them a justice of the peace immediof either sex is properly costumed ately. Mr. Snow, who ie always very
they can enjoy the sport with obliging,also had a curiosity to soe the

$10

a

much more

zest

and

satisfaction.

As to the work of putting up a slide, the
method of construction is venr cheap,
simple and strong, bnt care should be taken
that the braces and floor beams and posts
anyway?”
are thoroughly well spiked together.By
“Not very well.”
boarding up aronnd the posts of the lower
part of the level part of the platform, a
“People too rough for you?”
“They are not only rough— they are large room will be afforded,at a slight adpeculiar;and, in fact, tho men are ditional cost, which may be kept warm, if
desired, and afford a means of shelter or
greatly overrated.”
a place for refreshments,as well as to afford
“In what way?”
a place for the club to store their articles
“Well, I'll make a plain statement under lock and key. In ordinarilyfavoraand let yon draw your own conclusions. ble localities the cost ought not lo exceed
--- , which
-- — - — — —is
— a liberal v/ufca
estimate.
I had read in the newspapers that $250,
Another form of winter sport which Chiwomen were in demand out here, and
if i earnest this
I naturally expected some little atten- cagoans have taken hold ofin
season is that of racquets,and when one
tion.”
has participatedin a single game they be• “Didn’t you receive it?”
come, as a role, enthnsiastic admirers of
“Wait until I get through with my
it. A month ago Capt. Anson, tho big capstatement, please. I bought me a tain of the Chicago ball club, assumed the
light-coloredwig, got a new set of management of the only racquet court
toeth, had my glass eye re-glazed, and there was in the city at that time. It stands
plunged into the mad whirl of society. on Michigan avenue, and is easily accessi-

—

ceremony performed, and smoothing down

hands be stepped briskly
and called,“Give me JusPalmer’s office qhick." The “squire”

his hair with his
to the telephone
tice

was disengaged and, as soon as the clerk
explained what was wanted, seized his hat

and

coat and in a very brief

apace of time

The ceremony was soon pronoanoed, and in less
strode into the clerk’s office.

than ten minutes from the time Mr. Hinckley received tho license he walked out of
the office with his wife's hand

on

his

arm.

Clerk Snow then remarked, “The only
thing wrong about the proceedingwas that

nobody

kissed the bride.

Palmer didn't

wish to because ho had been smoking, and

therewereso many fellows in here that I
hadn’t the cheek to kiss her, though she
was a mighty nice-looking girl ." Mr. and

Mrs. Hinckley left in the afternoon for
That was six months ago, and I am ble by club men, Board of Trade men, Vanderbilt, Otsego County, Mich.
and the wealthy young bloods of the city
still a widow.”
—About four years ago N. Behrens was
who have become regular frequenters of
tered senses enough to understand “Pretty bad, I must admit; but didn’t the
court since it opened.
in
Jackson and had occasion to borrow $75,
what had taken place, a thick blanket you get any proposals?”
Many
readers
will ask, “What is racqnet?” which was Joaned him by the hto E. A.
“Ona”
was thrown over her head and secured
for the game hae never been very extenWebster. Mr. Behrens did not again visit
“Why didn’t you take him?”
about her waist by a stout cord, nearlv
sively played in this country. It is similar
“Influenced too much bv appear- to the old game of hand- ball, only that the city till recently, when he oame as
suffocating her. She then heard Rafael
Marcia order the men to go out and ances, doubtless. Perhaps Idid wrong the ball is smaller and harder than a hand- Business Manager of Scott A Mills' “Chip
see if all was right Soon a peculiar in rejecting him, but I was girlish in ball, and is strock with a bat something 0’ the Old Block" Company. Desiring to
whistle sounded outside, and then she my notions. He had only one leg, was like a tennis racquet, but longer handled.
The game is played in an inclosed court, pay his debt of honor he inqnired for Mr.
felt herself taken up, carried out of the almost blind, was undoubtedly adWebster,when he learned for the first time
house, placed upon the back of a horse, dicted to tho use of liquor, Vas in
of
his death. Mr. Behrens did not have
debt, swore considerably,chewed navy
and borne swiftly away,
$75
in his pocket and went to Scott A
After riding f* nearly two hours, tobacco, and was a great liar. Per- cement, and the whole lighted by a
Isabel felt tho horse slacken his pace, haps, though, regardless of appear- skylight in the ceiling. The rules of band- Mills, the proprietors of the show, and
and the occasional cracklingof a twig ances, I would have married him, had ball apply to the game of racquet, and no asked for the amount which was due on the
told her they had entered a wood. The I not heard a damaging report concorn- exercise that a young man or woman can salaries of himself and wife, known on the
indulge in is more beneficial in sveiy way.
horse was soon brought to a halt, and ing him.”
Of course it is not necessary to oonstract a bills as Miss MargueriteFish, the “Pixey”
“What was it?”
she was placed upon the ground and
“Why, I heard that he was not a regulation court to enjoy the gri/jo. A of the company. Mr. Scott declined to
the blanket was removed. Gazing
spacious loft of any kind, with the walls pay any money before the regular pay day.
around her, she found herself in a dense lover of the fine arts. Oh, yes, the
solidly boarded or plastered and lighted
pine wood.
men out in this part of the country from above, would answer admirably, the Ae the company would be many miles from
Telling the men that he was going are greatly overrated” — Arkansaw only expense necessarybeing the pur- Jackson then, and paying and receipting
ont on the prairie to see if they were Traveler.
chase of the racquets and a box'
would be difficult, Mrs. Behrens, in her
balls, with, perhaps, a flannel or worst wage name of \Urguerite JFish, went to
followed, Rafael Marcia disappeared
He who is sympathetichas his engymnasium ---shirt
and
pair
among the numerous tranks of the
trance into all hearts, and is the solver wx robber-soled exercising snoes. Justice Palmer and secured an attachment
trees.
of all human problems. To him is These can be found at any sporting goods on the property of Scott A Mills; Deputy
“I say, Bill,” said one of the ruffians,
given dominion where he thinks to house. In Chicago the game is rapidly Evans took the writ and levied on the
serve; and the love he gives without taking the place of many other athletic scenery and properties,thus preventing the
stint, as without calculation, he re- pastimes. It is great work to get into
>, ixuw itjua run on wiui lUO gal.
18 comt
epurt and throw one’s self
se into a presentation of the piece. Seeing that the
Anson's
ceives back without measure, as with‘Ef yew tech that gal, Jim Larkins,
proxuse perspiration through the active •how was blocked Mr. Scott capitulated
out conditions.
said Bill, “I’ll shoot yon. Rafe lies
work necessitated by the character of the about 9 o’clock, paid the money to the
(fey. Then to strip off, stand under a Deputy and the curtain went up jnst as the
alius hen a good frend tew me, an’ I’m
He whose only claim to the title shower,
and afterward have a strong-armed
goin’ tew stan’ by him,”
“gentleman" is in his clothes must pecattendant rub one down until your muscles audience was beginningto get impatient at

arose from his seat and left the room. *
“If it were not for Isabel," he mut“If that’s the way yon feel about it, essarily be careful as to what he wears.
tered, when he was safe in his room,
Bill Peters, I’ll fix you so yon won’t
“I would not remain here another bother me, and carry off the gal myOil has been very weak for some
hour.”
self said Jim Larkins, drawing a pis- timei A natural effect of being “struck"
“Father, what objection have you to tol from his bait
so much, perhaps.

—

a

j

feel firm and vigorous, and your skin is red
with the chfiang gives an exilaniing and
healthful effect not allowed by anyother
means. Racquet is a great sport-atleast
so sav all who have indulgod la it

tbe long delay, the reason of whiehtbey
did not know. Evans- turned the money
over to Mr. Behrens,

who

paid Benj.

Web-

ber, as representative to his father, the
debt he had owed eo long.

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
WIT-T.TAM H. ROGERS, Editor.

SaiUrday, Deo.
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are now doubtlessable, by selling such
term tickets, materially to decrease, or
even to liquidate our entire indebtedoess.
Yet It could not be for the best interests
of the Society to adopt this policy, for it

would

1887.

using our future earnadvance, and that at all together

In effect be

My

THE TODEPEIEHT.
Hu

STORE
-

Having opened the most

New Goods!

complete stock of Holiday

-

Urgiit, Tbi AMeit, The But

Religious and Literary Weekly

ings In
IN THE WORLD.
too high a rate of interest.
Next Tuesday evening, the 18th, the
Your ExecutiveBoard baa deemed It to
“One of the ablestweeklies tn existence.”— itatf
Rev. G. H. Sammis, of the Presbyterian be the better and more economical policy
Jfotf OoisWe, London, England, a .
, _
to
renew
last
year’s
temporary
loans,
Church of Grand Haven, will lecture in
“The most Influentialrellgiona organ in the
which were then made to pay for the im- States.”- Tfo Sixctator,London, England.l_
the First Reformed Church at 7 :30. Subprovements of that year at a reasonable "“Clearly stands tn the fore front aa a weekly
ject, ‘‘The Kingdom of God.” All are rate of interest, and to continue doing religionsmagazine."—Sunday School Timet, Phila
this, If necessary, nntll the five year term delphla, Pa.
cordially invited,
Prominent features of Th* Imdifkndimtdarticketsshall have expired when our gate
Tbb "Overweg Fund” has been in- receipts will naturally materially increase. ing the coming year will be promised
Religious and Theological Articles,
creased by the following sums handed in During the past year the Executive Board
have been, as it were, again compelled to
Bishop Huntington,Bishop Coxe, Dr. Theodore
to U| this week:
expend fully two hundred dollars lor ad- L. Cuyfer, Dr. Howard Osgood, Dr. Howard
Johnnie and Willie Leepple ........
50 ditional stalls and sheds for. stock, sheep, Crosby, Dr. Wm. R. Huntington, Dr. Jam*;
Minnie Van Dyk, ..... ........... JO and swine, and for the purchaseot pulley, Freeman Clarke, Dr. Geo. F. Pentecost,and
Delia Van Dyk .................... jo and block for engine, etc., and they have others;
Social and PoliticalArticles,
Carry Van Dyk,.. ........
]0 also caused the machinery building to be
BT
Amount previously acknowledged,. 50 40 removed from the western part of the
Prof. Wm. G. Sumner. Prof. Richard T. Ely.
De Uope collectionfor this week ... 1 00 grounds to its present location north of
Pres. John Rascom, Prof. Arthur T. Hadley, aud
Collection taken in Vriesland school 1125
the other buildings which la generally others;
Monthly Literary Articles,
conceded to be a change for the better.
.$68 45
Total,
BT
The total receipts for the year have been
Thomas Wentworth Ulgginson, and other crltlcal and literaryarticles by Maurice Thompson,
This week we made a tour through the as follows:
Charles Dudley Warner, James Psyn, Andrew
Cash
on band
............ ............. * inn St
large furniture bouse of Meyer, Brouwer By cash borrowedof bank........ ........
Lang, Edmund Oosse, R. H. Stoddard, Mrs.
collectedof moneys due last year. .. IB 00 SchuylerVan Renseelaar, Louise Imogen Uulney,
& Co., and were much pleased, and some- Cash
Received from Ads. In Premium List.
. 185 00 H. U. Bovesen. and others;: ^ ---- _
what astonished, at what we saw and what One dollar membership tickets ...........130 00
Poems and Stories,

i

.

^

AND

Goods ever offered in this city

0.

BREYH

ft SON, we

Dealers in

JEWELRY,
Witches,

w

.

.

we were told about prices,etc. The
floor of their

first

double store is devoted to

carpets, bedroom sets, parlor sets, and all
the latest novelties for bouse decoration,

.

^

Five and ten year tickets .................
BT
License fses for stands, etc.: .....
1»< 00
E. C. Stedman, ElizabethStuart Phelps, EdSpeed trials (entry money) ................6 } £) ward Everett Hale, Harriet Prescott Spofford,
Miscellaneous receipts ...................‘JJ 0* Julia Thayer, Rose Terry Cooke Edith M.
Borrowed of Bank ........... .. ....... J.WO 00 Thoma*, Andrew Lang, John Boyle O Reilly,
Gale receiptsand grand stand ........... i.isojju “Carmen Sylvia,” Queen of Romania, and others;
-

A Short Serial Story,
By K. P. ROE.
The Expenditureshave been as follows:
sible preaents for the holidays. Among
Note paid Jan Van Dijk, Sr ...... ...... 3 2J8 31
TERMS
TO
SUBSCRIBERS:
the latest things out is the Tripod, a most
One year .........$3
To cash paid Boone for drawing clay ..... 140 10 Three months, .... 89 75
Two years .........5
Cash paid BanK for borrowed money .
useful as well as ornamental article of
Four months ...... Kfl
and .which

make the best and most

sen-

...............................
...... 91

/

.

MW

furniture, and which would

make a

satisfactorypresent for a wife, mother, or
sweetheart.
to

and

»

Interestto Hope College ............... 253 2
Labor in constructing sheds, etc .......
Bands aud De Boe ..................... ]2M0
Hay and straw ........................
1

very

The second floor Is devoted

filled with easy chairs, rockers,

more common articles
of furniture which are too numerous to
mention. Many of these articles have
lounges, and the

Clerk hire and Secretary's salary

.....

129 50

Speed Trials ....................... ^
Hardware ...........
JO

“

^

Printing .................
JO
Miscellaneous expenses ...............59 »4
Cash on hand .......................... 29 53

been bought direct from the manufacturer
Total

down” and finishedby the
workmen employed by the fiim, so that
they are enabled to do away with the

in the ‘‘knock

00
00
________
Six
months ________
....... ___
150 _ Five years. ....... 10 00

Solid and Plated Ware,

Year ?
EVERY INTELLIGENT FAMILY NEEDS A
GOOD NEWSPAPER. It is a necessity for parents and children.
,
_
Trl//’ ot a

for 1888,

Fancy Inkstands and

Holland and vicinity
at any time. ’We are selling Boxes, Toy Books, Blocks and
Goops cheaper than ever and Games, Photograph and Autopeople

of

intend to give customers their
money’s worth.
Call early and make good
purchases and be assured of

graph Albums, Photograph
Frames, and Fine Mirrors,
Dressing Cases of -all kinds,

good bargains.

Hold-

Scrap Books and Music

We have some

very fine novelers,

ties in Jewelr .
O. BREYMAN.
Holland Mich., Aug. 18 1887.

Glove, Handkerchief, Col-

lar *

month.

and

Boxes,

SPECIMEN_COPIES FREE.

..............................
13,519 91

offer the

We have just occupied ouf Cases, Writing Desks and
new store on the corner or
Market and Eighth Streets, Secretaries,Tourists’ Cases and
and will be pleased to see the Portfolios,Music and Work

. 4

to

we

Weights, Cigar and Cigarette

make the acquaintanceof Tub
Independentis to send 30 cents for a "Trial
A good way

etc.,

line of

Spectacles, Etc.

Can any one make a better Investmentof 82.00
to $3.00 than one which will pay

52 Dividends During the

to our usual

dition

Holiday trade, viz: Diaries

and
Total

purchasing public. In ad-

Clocks,

.

..

solicit the patronage of the

Pure Drugs,

$

•

Announcement.

Mrs. R. B. Best

Game

Cuff Boxes,

Odor

Cases,

Key Racks,

Xmas

Whisp

Holders,
SouThere is still owing Jan Van Dyk $100
for lumber received this year for whichhe
Wishes to announce to the ladle* of HollandCity
- AND-o—
holds our note for one
--venirs, Bibles, Prayer Books,
and vicinity that che has jn*» received
'‘middleman*' in the business, and can
a large assortment of
The members of Executive Committee
Agriculturist
consequentlysell at the lowest prices. We whose term of office expire to-day are:
Hymnals, Tooth, Hair, Cloth
Will
both
be
sent,
one
year each, to any peraon
M.
D.
L.
Hollis,
VV.
Dlekema,
and
R.
advise our readers to call on them when
not a subscriber to Tub Independent, for *3.73.
making their selection of presents for the Van Zwaluwenburg.
The regular price of both is $4.50. Mwte remitBrushes, Perfumes,
A. Visscher, Sec'y.
tance to The Independent, P. o. Box *787, New

year.

THE INDEPENDENT

--

American

and Hat

holidays.

The reading of the report was listened
The Annual Meeting of the South Ottawa to with
and West Allegan Agr’l Society.

much

attention as this

first time that the

tion the last Fair
Lasi Tuesday being the time appointed

for bolding the annual meeting of the

was

the

exact financial condi-

had

left the Society in

had been made public. The following

of-

were then elected: President, W. H.
Beach; Vice President, A. G.Van Hees;

• No papers are sent to subscribers after the time
paidfor has expired.
Tub Inbkpindent’*ClubbingList wl.l be sent
free to any person asking for it. Any one wishing to subscribe for one or more papers or magazines In connection with Tub Indepindent, can
save money by ordering from our Club List.

members of the Society gathered in

the

office of the Secretary, A. Visscher, E?q.,

for the purpose of electing officers for the

THE INDEPENDENT,

ensuing year,

to act

upon

Hollis,

Dr. 0. E. Yates brought up the question

and to perform
of enlarging the territoryof the Society
any other business that might be brought
which was generally discussed and it was
-beforethe meeting. It is a singular fact,

spicuous by tbeir abseuce, while the ma-

finally

a distance from

***

New York.
THE FINEST

decided to confine the Society

the original territory.

The

.

to

HEAQLDl jm,
•
j

§|tur jpwrttatmenta.

Invention

of Stamping

_

MRS.

R. B.

d

the
history of this AgriculturalSociety tias
been one of great importance,not in that
it has added directly to the resourcesof
'the Society, or that many material im, provemeuts have been made, for neither
has been the case, but in that it has become evident that the people in this community can and will maintain nfair at this
place. It has shown that the interest

manitested during the

first

and second

-

AT

—AND—

ssss
Has revolutionized the world

B. L. Scott,

Proprietor.

HENRY KAMPERMAN,

-*

•

BEST

Foreman Sash

SHOE

$3,011

In the city, always on hand.

and Door Department.

THEADORE BOSMAN,
ing, Matching and

Foreman PlanLumber Dept.

I

A Complete Stock

$1
3 "OTeel£.s

1

SHOE

BROS.*

for Ladies. Call and see them.

of

-

—

—

neatly done.
NO.

EIGHTH STREET.
E. HEROLD.
Oct.

Manufacturesand

1886,

20,

We hove therefore

been compelled through thn necessity ot
the case, io fact through our very success,
at
to incur a considerable indebtedness both
for our grounds and for thn improvements
Eighty lot* on SixteenthStreet, Jnst sonth of
thereon, but we do not hesitate to say Flret Avenue. They will te sold at a very low
that we have had full v^lue for our money
4SU'C' 1“<ll"rCOr E. J. UAKHIN’GTON.
and the property is there now to show for
It* During the past year we have not to
any considerable extent endeavored to increase our reveoue by selling five and ten
year membership tickets from the fact
that the ExecutiveCommittee realizethat

sells

Closing Out Sale

m0L°

...

ANQING

LAMPS, JEWELRY,

BEST WAGONS

AND
I

COLLARS,

GLASSWARE, CLOCKS, CUFFS,
TINWARE, TOWELING, ’ VASES,
WOODENWARE, HOSIERY, FANCY GOODS,
CROCKERY, PRETTY TOYS, STATIONERY,

And many

oilier things too

numerous to mention and

laO’W
20,

rices!

1887.

Call anJ eee us and
Holland, Mich., Oct.

IP

if

all sold at astonishingly

you dcn’l see what you want aatc for
8. R.

It.

CRANDELL.

the

A Hew

BUGGIES.

have recently commenced the manufactureof

Platform, Combination

&

you think of buying

Suit or Winter Overcoat,

Remember that Clothing can be made to order very nearly as
cheap as readymade. The small difference in first cost is
fully made up in the better quality of color and texture ot
the cloth and the improved style and

fitting qualities,

to say

nothing of the freedom from annoyance resulting from poorly

Express Wagons,
To which I Invite the attention of all who desire
.!ght and durable wagon*.

a Bargain!

'

y„

If

RICHLY

For Sale

46,

Holland, Mich.

read tbli and then act; they will
The
find Jicnorable employment that
will not take them from their
harmony existed
maintained homes and famine*. The profit* are largo and

Bure for every Industriousperson, many have
throughput. In our last year’s report we made and are uow making several hundred dollars
have called your attention to the fact that a month. Ills cany lor any one to make *5 and
our Society is somewhat exceptionalin upwards per day, who Is willing to work. Either
sex, young or old; capital not needed; we start
its kind, in that we are required to furnyon. Everythingnew. No special ability reish such accommodations at once, in our quired; yon, reader, can do It a* well a* any one.
infancy, as other societies have attained Write tons at ones for full particular*,which w«
mail free. Address Stinson « Co.. Portland. Maine.
only after an existence of from twenty-

*l0*gS&8»TS&r.N T

CRANDELL’S BAZAAR
II

WORK J. FLIEMAN
-

ONE DOLLAR.
Liberal discount allowed to poetmaster*, agents
and clubs. Sample copies mailed free.
Addressall orders to

ON EIGHTH STREET,

Rough & Dressed Lumber, Repairing promptly and

...

I desire also to call the attention of all owner* of
fast horses in this vicinityto the fact that I have
procured the, assistance of one of the best horsesboers In the west and am now able to do the
finest possible work In that line, both with steel
or Iron shoes either of hand or machine make. I
believe that all should patronize home trade when
they can be as well served, and I would ask that
all give mo a good trial before taking their work
elsewhere.

OF CLOTHING!

more
necessary. While it

HOLLAND, MICH.

-AT

have the Celebrated

GRAY

CUSTOM

it Is

KANE,

Eighth and River Streets.

free. Address True & Co., Augusta, Maine.

and

five to thirty years,

&

State* for three month* on receipt of
do the work; either sex, young or old ; no special
ability required. CaplUl not needed ; you are
Btarted free. Cut this out and return to ns and we

Honest1 Prices.

Lumber Yard.

years of our existence was not a spasmodic
excitement, but an abiding and ever increasing desire to support and patronize a
SASH, DOORS, MOULDINGS, &c.,
fair of their own it home. Notwithstanding several unfavorable circumstances,
especially the severe drought of the past
Glass, Putty, Paiuts
Oils.
summer, it cauoot be gainsaid by any
one but that our last fair was again a decided success. Our exhibits in almost
every departmentsurpassed (hose of either
of the previous years, both io size and
quality. Worthy of mention Is the fact
mat the number of exhibitors the past
year was at least one-thi*dlarger than
Promptly done at ReasonablePrices.
— —
— —
that of the previous year and they were
scattered more uniformly through a much
Hollaad, Mich., Nov. 25, 1887.
larger range of territory. The attendance
Rewarded are thoie who
also, especially from the farming com-

mouity, was very encouraging
usi xl good feelinz and
and the best of order was

Cor.

BEST,

the following extracts:

W.A. Agr'l Sodeiy.
Gentlemen:— ‘‘Tnis third year in

YATES

1887. Ninth Street.

Honest Goods
il

reading of the minutes of the last annual

Mr. Presidentand Members of the S. 0.

which we offer at prices

method and system of work that can be performed

G. Van Hees, of Zeeliiid,
meeting to order. After the

Treasurerwere read from which we make

16,

42-3

President A.

•meeting the reports of the Secretary and

*

Holland, Mich., Nov.

E.

adjourned.

of

sure to please.

Call and see me when In want of anything In the
above line*.

meeting then

lively interest in the affairs ot the Society.

called the

she offer* for aale at th« lowest price*.

Patterns in the City,

Boots and Shoes

the city, and they appeared to take a most

In the absence of President Bet.cb, Vice

gWhlch

Largest Selection

jority of those in attendance were enterprising farmers living at

all*

and R. Van Zwaluwenburg.

Secretary and Treasurer,

city members of the Society were con-

2787.

Box

Fancy Soaps, and Cosmetics,

Stamped Linen Goods

Breyman ; Directors, W. Dlekema, M. D.

the report of the

but nevertheless true, that the resident

P. O.

Secretary,A. Visscher; Treasurer. O.

L.

|]

Plushes, Arresene, Chinilles am

Address

ficers

Agricultural Society about thirty of the

Toilet and Sachet Powders,

All the latest Designs and Noveltie*,

_

made clothing. In

ordering it is necessary co consider
Quality, Style, and Workmanship. In deciding where to
order you must consider that

BRUSSE BROS.
always keep m stock the latest styles in Cloths and Trimmings and do not spare trouble or expense in fully satisfying
eveiy customer.

I also

manufacture

for our Interest not to do so any

•than it absolutely
•was necessary to adopt this plan in order
-to effect an organization and to obtain the

For the next thirty days

I

will sell mv »took of

Clothing,Gents’ FurnishingGoods, Underwear,
etc., etc. ,at greatly reduced

prlcei.

funds requiredto purchase the grounds
and to make the first needed ImproveLook at my 98c. Underwear.
ments, yet we at that time knew, and now
It can’t he beat.
experience, that this was in effect placing
E. J. HARRINGTON,
a mortgage on our future income and
Holland, Mich. Nov. 16,1687. Eighth Street.
would for the first few years at leost materially decrease our gate money. Wo ilijr.

and have them constantly on band.

Highest price paid for all
hinds of Fnrs.
J.

Holland, Mich. Jan. 13,1887.

FLIEMAN.

Fine Gents’ Furnishing Goods and
a full stock of

Hats and Caps.

BFLTJJSSE

BROS-

W'5^

lomout.)

Common

Council.

Holland, Mich., Deo. 6!h, 1887.

TheCommoo Council met
flession

in regular
and was called to order by the

mayor.

P2*>»!
'>'

McEwan, Alfred Tate; Grand Haven City,
1st and 2nd Wards, Neal McMillan,Asa
Reynolds; Grand Haven City, 8d and 4th
Wards, Joseph S. Jackson, Orson Van
der Hoef; Grand Haven Town,. Edward
Stiles; Holland City, Gerrit F. Hulzinea;

•'

•

'

*

''

that two men of that vicinityhad sawed and split

JJOLLAN ^ MAN

pfocsis |mft«jj.

day. But H would
how
many years since the work was done, and how
twelve cords of wood In one

many times

It

1ME&EMA G.J., Attorney at Law.

was told to him.

It

Attorneysand Juitloei.
Collections

Q. Kretners,6 moa. aa). as city physician..# SO
11. Kramer*,6 moa. salary aa health officer, 12
Wm. Verbeek,1
“ city treasurer22
Edw. Vaupell, 1
marshal, 29
Geo. H. Slpp, l
clerk,... 87
F. Van Ky, 8 w’ks aerv. aa night watchman 24
G. J. Van Daren, 47 days aerv. as aap’vlaor94
J. A. Ter Vree, 44 days city teaming ........ 107
K. Van Uaaften,20V4 days city teaming.... 60
Geo. H. 8lpp and one aaslaUnt setting
grade stakes and stakes for graveling and
superintendingSeventh street Improvmentjob, ...............
47
J. Van Dyk. lumber as per contract, ....... 221
A . Van der Haar. I c’da atone for at. cross's 5
O . De Pey ter, 4 days work on crossings,... 4
A. Wykraaf,l>f days labor on Sixth strest, 1
J. Klassen,
1
A. Vlsacher, fees as Circuit Court Commissioner In the taking of testimony on the
bridge question...........................14
Jacob Fileman, witness fees In br'ge qnos., 2
P.
1

Van Hees; Allendale,Geo. Latham.

What am

00
50

I to

street.

itiver

We

corner

bert G.

F^TUR^COMPANY,

had btou repeated to others betore

concur iu the mean opinion that the
0““' V‘“
Present: Mayor McBride, Aid. Harring- Holland Town, Jno. H. Boone; James- “Crank," of Olivo Center, entertains concerning
FAIRBANKS
Injusticeof the Peace, Notary
ton, Carr, De Vrlea, Kramer, Kuite, Van
town, Frank Sadler; Olive, Henry Chens newspapercorrespondentsthat will stoop to re- near Tenth? an ens,on C,*,m Ag®nt* River 8t.,
Ark, and the Clerk.
veal the Identityof any member of the fraternity,
mac; Polktoc, Millard Durham; Robin and think that thdy \fllldeserve to be run downMinutes of the last meeting were read
J,c,,^ltorne7and Counsellor at Law.
son, Asa G. Darbee; Spring Lake, Frank- run to earth— or run out of the country by M. R.
and approved. .
Rive /streets POal', ^lock’
and
lin Fox; Talmadge, William Baxter: Merritt'sfamoua hound of Olive Renter,provided
Aid. Steketee here appeared and took
Wright, Charles Emmons; Zeeland, Al- his valuable services might be securedfor thst
Bakeries.
his seat.

The following bills were presented for
payment, viz:

U

have been more *atUC»ctory If he had told us

purpose.

"Anduxw.”

piITY BAKERY,

J. Pesslnk A Bro., Proprietors,

Olive Center,

So!

DHOENIX

PLANING MILL.

R. E.

Workman,

u,h-

T'HECAPPON A BBRT80H LEATHER

CO.,

tpAKKEN A DE 8PELDKR, Manufacturersof

A

Carriages, Wagons. Cotters, Sleighs. Sole
owners of 1XL Patent Wagon. Special attention
to Horseshoeing
and Repairing. River street.

yAN DOMMKLKN. P.. wholesale and retail
The work of fixing up the mill will soon begin.
Tbe symptoms of Biliousness are un. .Pf®1, of rusk, (tocuit) and tweet cakes,
17 happily but too well known. They differ
Wood and bolts sre being hauled from here to Eighth street, near River.
T\RUS^^as"a^.‘ondw;.,Sii,0,'
60
in different individuals to some extent. Holland.
00
Barters.
00 A Bilious man is seldom a breakfast eater.
Rettie Merritt Is at homo. She has decided not
86 Too frequently, alas, ho has an excelled
to teach this winter,
TJAUMGARTKL,
W„ Tonsorlal Parlors Eighth
02 appetite for lioulds but none for solids of
attended
to***1,
Ha*r drtfM,DKpromptly
KsteNiveson is snfl'eriegfrom inflamationof
a morning. His tongue will hardly bear
the
eyes.
She
has
(he
sympathy
of
a
large
circle
inspection at any time; if it is not white
Boots and Shoes.
60 and iurred; at all events.
of friends.
86
Tbe digestive system Is wholly out of
Peter Stegengais slowly Improving,while four
ELDER, J. D., the cheapest place In the city VA? cent dgar
tb® be£l
00
to hoy Sttta and Shoes, River street.
00 order aod Diarrhoea or Constipationmay younger children in the same family are now
60 be a symptom or the two may alternate.
down with the measles.
and dealer In
17 AN DUREN BROS., dealers in Boots and TX7ILMS P., Pump manufacturer,
.....
50
There are often Hemorrhoids or even loss
tihoes.A large assortment always on hand. v v AgriculturalImplement! of all klnda.'Sonth
"Still the “boom" rolls nearer and the people
River street.
Eighth street.
of blood. There may be giddinessand
keep coming. Fordyce Lyons and James Carey,
95 often headache and acidity or flatulence
of and dealer In
late of Holland, have moved their families here, ^PRIETSMA 8., manufacturer
60
Verohint Tailori.
and tenderness in tbe pit of the stomach.
boots and Shoes. The oldest boot and Shoe
Honing, .......
70
Mr. Lyons occupyinghis honse, and Mr. Carey the
House
In
the
city.
Eighth
afreet.
F. DeVries,
......
170 To correct all this if not effect a cure tfy mill home. Two months ago there were seven
J^RUSSE BROS., Merchant Tallora.
P. DeVries.
“ “
170 Qntn'a Augutt Fltnoer, it cost but a trifle
Bank.
craiity houses here, now they sre all occupied.
John Louvris,
“ “
1 70 aod thousaods attest its efficacy
B. Van Vnrcn, beat for bridge committee, 60
The store is improving, both in stock and trade.
Marble Works.
TTOLLAND
CITY
BANK, foreign and domestic
Yates & Kane, stationery. ......... ........ 7 92
11
exchange
bought
aud
sold.
Collections
"CnANK."
R. A. Slpp, covering and labeling97 library
MERULI1 £ j* m dealer In Granite and

“ “
“ “ " “
M “ “ "

.

..

“
“
»

"

“

.

“
“.

“
“

.

M

S2SE8«*«s®»

V

O

“

J. Kruisenga, oil, broom, matches, etc .....
J. Benkema, filing saws for atr. com’s'r.
G. J. Van Duren. paid two poor orders ...
J. Kruisenga,
G. Van Puiten & Sons, paid one poor order

OUT AROUND.

2 88
75
2 20
5 60
2 60

...

......

made

H

"

—Allowed and warrants ordered issued
on the city treasurerfor the several

promptly atlendsd to. Eighth street.

West OUv3.

Johnsville,

Harris, is visitinghere.

By the way the wood, ties, and bolts

In

W., Merchant Tailor, keeps
largest stock of Cloths and Ready-aiude
Clothing In city. Eighth street.

11

tOK. C.

'

here there are quite a number that have timber on
their

amounts.

come

Meat Marketi.

me

T308MAN, J.

Tuesday.

Jaaper Fisher Is quite 111.

Mrs. Etneliue Moulton, mother of Mrs. Geo. W.

££.i. r.iV®.Monan,cnt*’Headstones,Tablets.

Building Work done. Eighth street.

Olothin?.

Nettle Owen closed her fall term of school here

back forty’s yet.

A SON.

Fresh and Salt Meat*, and

hand. River

choice steaks always on

atreet.

U1TE J., wholeaale and retail dealer In fresh,
- salt and smoked meats. No, 38 Eighth 8t.

»<
Mrs. M. E. Bebee, of California, Is visliing One of the “traveling fraternity’’called at the
The Committee on Poor reported pre- Mr. and Mrs. Delos Barrows.
school house a week ago Monday night and when \70RnT W., Tailor. Renovatingand repairing
DUREN A VAN DER VEER, First
senting the semi monthly report of the
Wm.T. Ryder has just received a little over he left he took with him a valise used to keep the
clothing a specialtycheap and good. River
Ward Moat Market. Choice meats always
street.
on hand. Eighth street, near Fish.
director o! the poor and said committee, twelve hundred dollarsand a pensionof two dol- Sunday School library In, a clock belongingto the
recommending$39.00 for the support of lars per month from our Uncle Samuel.
district, a book and some Importantletters owned
Commission Merchant.
Millinery.
the poor for the two weeks ending DecemWood business is “booming.” Shippers claim by tho teacher. It seems that the fellow traveled
ber 2 1st, 1887, and having rendered temmuch higher prices than last year, but the late east, aa he was diacovered ransacking a house near T>EACH, W. II. Commission Merchant, and yAN DKN BERGE L. A 8. A CO., Millinery
porary aid to the amount of $5.50.— ApAJ dealer In Grain, Flour aud Produce. Hlgheit f and Fancy Goods. The oldest millinery
“soft weather”cannot but bring down the price. Zeeland a few evenings later and left fn such a market price nald for wheat. Office in brick establishment iu tho city. Cor. Eighth and Cedar
proved and warrants ordered issued on
hurry that he dropped his spoils. The |.lunder store, corner Eighth and Fish streets.
streets.
There was quite an exciting foot-race at West
the city treasurer for the several amounts
taken here was also found. SheriffWoltman
Olive about two weeks ago in » hich “H. A." took
as recommended.
Photographer*.
Brags and Medicines.
turned them over to SupervisorNorrlngton, he
a leading part, in fact came out ahead, Mr. Wallace
The City Marshal reported having colrestoring them to the proper owners.
QENTRAL DRUG STORE, Kremers Jt Bangs, nURGESS A YOUNG. Baal cabinetphotos.
Thompson coming in second beat. The race was
lected $18.70 for the repair of sidewalks,
II made In the citv. Ca'.l and see them. Views*
to see If “H. A.” would atop lying about Mr.
It
is with a fee ing of regret that we announce
taken outside on abort notice. Eighth street.
and $8 58 water fund moneys and receipts
Thompaon and bla friends or not, but "H. A.” that we are now obliged to discontinue our corresof the city treasurer for same.— Filed.
17* ELLER, H.. all kinds of work In the photowas too soon for Mr. Thompson and flew like a
IV graphic lino executed with care and disThe City Physician reported having cyclone and ran until he was entirely out of pondence to the News and hereafter leave the reporting of West Olive Items in other hands, whom
patch. Old picture* copyed and enlargedto any
treated two cases in the month of October
danger and wo presume aa soon aa he reached
el ze . Cabl net Photos $9 .00 per dox . Gallery on
and three cases in the month of November, home wrote his article on “H. A.V’ bravery me hope may do sowiih betterand more satisEighth St., opp. N*w* office.
factory resultsthan we have. We hereby desire
1887. -Filed.
which appeared last week. This was given ua by to express our thanks to both the editor and tbe
Physioioni.
The Street Commissioner reported for an eye-wltneaaand we presume la true in every resflers for putting up with all our weaknessesand
Dra8K1*t
and
Pharmacist;
a
the month of November, 1887.— Filed.
T7REMER8,
H..,
Phyelcinnand Surgeon. Resrespect.
errors, and to the many readerswho have from
Ineaa ” ’U>Ck °f K00d8 ippertalnlD* 10 lbe ba«- IV. Idence on Twelfth atreet, cor. of Market 8t«
Married at the German Church, D«c. 4th, by the time to time either flattered or congratulated
.The Marshil reported that the time
os
Office at the drug store of Kramers A Bangs.. Ofr
clock could bo bonght of the Water Com- Rev. Guile, Mr. Charles Behm, of Johnsville, to upon our success.There will no doubt be great
flee hoars from 11 a. m. to If m ..and from 5 to 6 p.m
YAHF9i,*iKANrE’
and bookaeller*.
missioners for eight dollars.— Filed.
Miss Minnie Groth, of Grand Haven. After the rejoicing among the "Anarchist Whiskey
and River
Cor E,*btb VTABB8, J. A., Physicianand Surgeon. Office
The Clerk reported bond of Frank Van ceremony the happy couple wero given a splendid League” over our resignation,as they were telling
A;I at Walsh's Drag Store. Residence,Corner
of Eighth and Fish streets, In boose formerly 6cRy, as principal,and Charles Harmon and aupperattho residence of the groom's brother, that If the Editor did not stop publishingthe
Bry Goods and Groceries.
cnj-ledhr L. Sprletema. OfficeHonra*. 9 to 10 a.
Leendert T. Ranters, as sureties,for ap- Mr. J. C. Behm, where were assembled between items of such a slanderousnature to their good
m., and 3 to
p. m.
seventy-fiveand a hundred friends and relativee moral character that they would stop their paper.
proval.— Approved.
Goods, ’and Fnmfshlng1
ftrS
\yETMORE. J. I)., Homeopathic Physician
The Clerk reported bill of the Van Dorn of the newly wedded pair. The presents were Now we do not credit this story of course, but we
vv and Surgeon. Office Hours: 10.80o.rn. to
many, costly, and sensible,and with the showers hope that everything will bo better hereafter and TJOOT A KRAMER, dealer in Dry Goods, NoIron Works lor jail cells and a freight bill
12 m., 2.30 to 4 p.m., and 7.83 to 9 p. m. Office:
n-vi ,0r2cei?w’ No1”. Foed. etc., Eighth In rooms over N pwb office.
for same amounting to $56.00.— Referred of congratulations we add purs. Mr. and Mrs, that the success oftheNxws will be unbounded. .7™,/
street next to Bank.
"H. A.”
to the Committee on Public Buildings and Behm were ‘’at home” to their many friends at

VAN
v

v

.

street*/’

5

B

Property, and tbe Mayor and Clerk in- Grand Haven, Dec. 7th, where they will residepermanently.
structed to issue a warrant on tbe city
Knowing “H. A." cannot possibly stick to the
treasurer to pay the freight bill, provided
trui funder anyclrcumstances
we took the trouble
the committee so recommended.
to find out how rauchMr.barrows was paying for
The followingclaims having been approved by the board of Water Commis- wood at West Olive. Mr. B informs us that he- is
sioners the clerk was instructed to preseut buying no wood at West Olive at a/iv price and
same to the Common Council for payment, that he calculatesto keep his prices the same aa
Mr. Gokcy. Although“H. A." insists that Mr. B
viz:
is paying more than Mr. G we mum insist that
Waleh-De Roo Milling Co , Yl% gal. Cylinder oilat 60c. .........................
$ 10 50 “H. A.V. draws largelyfrom his Imagination when
J. R. Kleyn, lumber, nails, etc ............ 6 28 he makes this statement. Uis story a week or so
W. Verbeek,#dou. chslrs ............. 8 00
ago that a citizenof West Olive had taken wood
Holland City Mews, printing notice of lettingjob ...................................
4 20 that belongedto another man, was true in one
P. Winter, salary aa engineer Nov., 1887. . 50 00 respect,but his sense of Justice would not allow
50 00
R. E. Workman, 1 4-lightbrass chandelier19 00 him to explainthat this was mixed with other
wood and taken by mistake. A man can be as
Boot & Kramer, oil, lamp chimneys,sal

M “

J.Beukema, “

.

soda, etc ...........................
7 57
A. Huntley, making connectionfor Workman's factory, alpple for exhanst pipe,
and putting In expansionjoints at water
works .................................. 14 65
A. Huntley, inserting ferrules,taking up
and work on hydranu, etc ..............
7 25
John Louwi*, 1 day's work digging up
hydrants ...............................
1 25

—Allowed and

Saloon*.

The mild powers cure.— If a cathartic
needed to rid the blood of Impurity and
to stimulatethe action of the liver use
Lar.ador. Price 25 cenls.

n LOM, C., proprietor of the " Rose Bud Saloon”
L> and dealer In llquoraand cigars, River street.

is

If there were called a meeting of babies
and young children aud the quest'on was
put to vote "who was their greatest benefactor” tho loud and unanimous vole
would be "Dr. Bull,” for he gave us his

wonderful “Baby Syrup.”

ITKOWN,

X>
OTEKBTKE A., dealer In

O

Drv Goods, Groceries,
Provisions,etc. Double brick Store, Eighth

9tr66t#

TTUNT R. A., dealer In Wines, Liquors, and
II Ci'gara.'Saloon in First Ward, three doora
east of

City Hail.

OTEKBTKK

PETER A CO., generaldealer In
Dry Goods and Groceries. Flour and Feed.

Second Hand Store.

The finest stock of Crockerylu city, cor. Eighth T)
and River streets.

OSMAN, A. B„

II

proprietor of Second Sand
htore, and dealer In Stoves, Tinware, etc

Eighth

F

‘

TI7ERKMAN,

Tug Button."

pi

Ventura.
Wm. Ogden

says that it is t mistake about bis

out to Mr. Baker as stated in the paper a

selling

short time ago.

R. E„ proprietor of tbe Phcenlx
Misoellaneou*.
Cheap Cash Store and dealer In General
Merchandise, cor. River and Tenth atroets.
T7*KPPBL.T., dealer In lamber. lath, shingles,

Yv

loads.

JiihAoJd.,“L7‘!c,“4P'MI‘,• Con,'r
Chicago and Wait Michigan Railway.
Taking

The fall term of school of the South District,
No. 8 closed yesterday. From what we can learn
Mrs. Caswell has given good satisfaction as

instructed by the Council at their last regin the north woods.
ular meeting and therefor requested furMrs. J. Cochrantook the household goods aud
ther time in which to prepare such ordiwent north ofi Nov. 25th to join her husband,
nances.— Further time granted.

Sunday,

Effect

Lily Hall.:

Oct. 2, 1887.

Furniture.

FROM HOLLAND TO CHICAGO.

Seventlj street where they Intend to remain at least this winter.
Improvement job reported that the Com- Mr. Cochranhas a log job aud they ihtend to keep
some boarders.
mittee on Streets and Bridges and blmtelf
had yesterday examined the work and
Mrs. W. Joscelyn, Aunt Marlahas wo call her,
found some parts of the work not yet com has gone to visit her daughter and other relatKes
pleied, that the contractor this evening re- In Kausa*, where she intends to remain for the
ported having completed same but that the winter. ' Uncle Wash, and Sylvester are keeping
work had not been examined since con- Bachelor's Hall.
tractorso reported.
We are having splendid lall weather and people

Bangor ...............11
Benton Harbor ...... 1
New Buffalo .......... 2
Chicago ............. 5

Mortgage Sale*

Aid. Harriugtonmoved that tbe grading seem to be getting lots of fall plowing done] and
and graveling of Seventh street be paid everything picked up aud fixed up in good ahape
for according to contract excepting the for winter. If there Is any one that is not ready
sum of ten dollars,that if the Committee now for snow It must be that they have not Imon Streets and Bridges upon examining proved the time.
the work to-morrow find the job comEdward Ogden returned home about two weeks
pleted that the whole amount be paid
ago from the north1 where ho had boon ^working
Carried.
#

—

•

for the past nine mouths at Little Poixt An Sable.
Aid. De Vries gave notice that at the
He commenced going *.o school In Holland on the
next regular meeting of tbe Council he
firstof December whore he intends to remain for
would introduce an ordinance entitled, about five mouths.
“An oidinancerelative to billiardhalls.”
Benjamin Nifpeii.

Ottawa Station,
The (all term ofschool closes this week.

52 2 17
20 300
45 400
55 0 40

9

I^EFAULT

‘it
2fi

3

40 3 10

1

of first-class flour.

1200

TifALSB, DE ROO A

0 40

CO., Manufacturersof
R°11-

FROM CHICAGO TO HOLLAND.
a.m. p.m.
....... 9 00 8 55
New Buffalo ........ 11 35 8 10
Benton ilorbor ....... 12 30 7 00
Bangor ............... 1 45 755
Grand Junction ...... 2 05 807
Holland ............. 8 05 900
p m. p.m.
Chicago .....

Hardware.

ptm a.m.
9 10
12 10
1 23
2 50
3 12
4 35

j^ANTEKS^R. A SONS,

4 45
7 50
11 10

dealers In general hard-

of

dated July second, A. D.t 1885,
and wljlch mortgage was recordedon September
twenty- fourth,A. D. 1885. In tbe office of the Register of Deeds of Ottawa county, In liber 26 of
mortgages on page 601; upon which mortgage
there le claimed to be due at the date of this notice,
one hundred and twenty-twodollarsfor principal
and interestof said mortgage and the further sum
ol fifteen dollarsand fifty rants for taxes paid by

mortgagee on the mortiaged premises,and no
proceedingsat law having been Institutedto recover the same, or any part thereof . Notice is
therefore,hereby given that by virtueof the pow< r

VA2.

12 10

00RT{/; 8 * dealer In General Hardware, ot sale In aald mortgagecontained, and thsetatuto
Stoves, Paints,Oils, Glass, etc., Eighth in each case made and provided, said mortgage
a.m. p.m.
street, opp. Post Office.
will be forecosed by a sale at public vendue of the
mortgaged premisesto pay tbe amount due on
FROM HOLLAND TO GRAND RAPIDS
yAN LANDEGEND, T., Sheet Metal Worker, said mortgage, with Interest and costs of foreMall. Exp Exp. Exp. Fr’t;
galvanized Iron cornices, hot air furnaces. closure and sale; aald sale to take place on
December Twebtt Sixtii, A. D. 1887, at one
p.m p.m. a.m. n.m. p.m Eighth street! 8lC’m fllt,D*’ wood and Iron pumps. o'clock
In the afterr.oou ol said day, at the
Holland .............. 8 05 900 14 45 950 6 10
door of the Ottawa Comity Coort Home
Zeeland ............ 3 13
PER VEEN, E.. dealer In stoves, hard- front
4 50 10 00
« 35
at Grand Haven, Michigan. Tho mortgaged
Grand Rapids., ..... 3 55 9 45 5 45 10 40 8 10
ware, cutlery,etc. Tin and sheet Iron ware.
premises to be sold being: AH that certain parcel
Corner River and Eighth street.
of land altnated In Olive, Ottawa county, Michigan
FROM GRAND RAPIDS TO HOLLAND.
and described as follows,to-wlr : Tbe north west
a.m. p.m. ptm. p.m.
Hotel?.
quarter of the north cast quarter of section thirtyGrand Rapids ....... 90o 12 30 11 00 5 16
one (81) In town six, nortu of range fifteen went,
Zeeland ..............9 4 -i
11 42 5 55
/'UTY HOTEL, Geo. N. Williams,Proprietor. forty acres.
Holland .............. 950 1 15 11 50 « 10
\J The only first-class hotel In the city. Is lo- Dated, September 21, 1887.
cated In the business center of the town and has
JOHN O. POST, Mortgagee.
FROM HOLLAND TO MUSK BOON.
one of the largest and best sample rooms In the
a ra.tp.m a.m. p.tn. p. in. atate. Free bus in connection with the hotel.
Holland .............. 9 65 3 05 t530 6 10 9 05
Grand Raven ....... 10 35 3 48, 0 80 650 9 45 piKENIX HOTEL, Jas. Ryder. Proprietor,lois
Ferrvsbnrg ..........10 4’t 3 47 0 40 6 55
cated near depot of C. A W. M. H'y. A well
9 ro
Muskegon . 3rd street 11 05 4 16 7 15 7 35 1015 apportionedHotel. Kates reasonable.

V

3 06

y

yAN

V

i

34-131

Health

A

^

1

Holland, Michigan,
C'Yclr^^P,r1;yB“kn€;.rr:rSrb^2.

20

1

2

having bsien mads In the conditions
payment of a mortgage made by Henry J.
Ten Have and Fannv Ten Have.bta wife, of Olive,
Ottawa County, Michigan,to John C. Post, of

Flour Killi.

p.m. p.m. a.m p.m.

The superintendentof

Geo. H. Sipp, City Clerk.

1

U

40-

The Citv Attorney reported that owing
Nl’t
TOWNS.
having to attend the taking of testi- teacher.
Mall Exp. Exp. Mix.
mony in tbe bridge suit and to a press of
One of our young men that went to the lumber
a.m. p.m. ptm. a.m
other business be was unable to have such
woods a couple of weeks ago has returned, satis- Holland ............. 10 00 1 15 12 00 4 45
ordinances prepared for this meetiog as
Grand Junction ...... 1130 2 05 1 06 8 05
fied he say* that he had rather work at hoae than

Council adjourned.

street.

T7AN DER HAAR, H.. generaldealer In fine
Groceries, etc. Oysters in season. Eighth
beautiful Hats, Fancy
street.
Watche* and Jewelry.
Feathers, and a great variety of Hat Ornaments and Trimmings at
V^r. PUTTKN, O. A SONS, GeneralDealers In 1IKEYMAN, OTTO, Watchmaker, Jeweler, and
Dry Goods, Groceries, Crockery,Hate and
dealer In fancy gooda. Corner of Market
L. & S. Van den Berge & Co.Capa, Floor, Provisions,etc. Elver street.
and Eighth streets.

A line of

to his

f

P., dealer In liquors and clgara of all

kinds. Eighth street neur River.

big ajiypocritein intention*as in action*.

warrants ordered issued

on the city treasurer in payment thereof.

Adieu.

Wealth!

FROM MUSKEGON TO HOLLAND.
Livery end Sale Stables.
about building The new belfry on the school house is nearly
p.tn p.tn p.m. a.m. p.tm
Muskegon, 3rd street 1 60 210 755 835 10 15 TTARRINGTON. E. J. Jr., proprietor of Hoinew Railroads and Steam Ships— but how completed.
Farrysharg .......... 2 15 2 32 8 15 9 00 10 43 II land City Sale and Exchange Stable. Gencould men, women, and children travel
Hiram Pattengill. who died In Holland last Grand Haven.... .... 2 20 283 8 20 9 05 10 48 eral teamingdone, cor. Market and Seventh sts.
on them without Dr. Bull's Cough Syrup1:
Holland .......... .
SCO 1 10 865 9 45 11 35
week, was buried here on Sunday.
Think of It. Ponder it.
XJIbBBLINK, J. II., Livery and Sale Stable;
It’s all very well to talk

i

1
1

.

C. L. Waffle has just put sixteen swarms of bees

"Neither a borrower nor a lender be;”
but take your own twenty-five cents, and
go round to your own druggist, and buy
yourself a bottle of Salvation Oil for your

-

sprains, ache.c.and pains.

Toe following is the

list of

jurymen

in his cellar
Thi re

tho taxpayers of this sili >ol district to possess

Mrs.

held at the Court

House in the

an ardent denre here at present among

homo

jiell Tubbs, who

ker

to

bister

was

seriously 111 at the

time, jCSfar recovered as to bo able to return

Grand ‘Haven on the second Monday, the

house In Grand Rapids on Tues-

10th Inst: Blendon,August F.

Fahrmon, day.

Wesley Fuller; Chester, Chas. W. Fuller,
Geo. 8. *Chubb; Crockery, John Needham, John Fonger; Georgetown, Chae.

T&rbnainess managementof this place,

and a divorce case that she has in progress, calls
for

of

her especial attention.

"Crank” done a good thing last weekfln the way
making a remarkablestatement,when he said

1

N

Inth atreet, near Market.
I

P.m
Holland ..... ........
Fillmore ..........
Hamilton. .........
Allegan .............
..

a.m

305
320
3

80

4

05

.....

1045

Allegan ....... ......

.....

0

35

Holland ............. ,53

5

15
43 12 30
12 57

......

600

p m.

Daily.

All other trains daily except Snnday.
trainsrun by Central Standardtime.
Tickets to all points In the United Stater and
t
All

Canada.
W.

W. A.

A.

GAVETT.

S3

E. C. West's Nerve ikd Stunt TreatTTiLIEMAN. J.. Wagon and CarriageMannfao ment. a gnarantccd specificfor Hysteria, DIezIHeadlory and blacksmithshop. Also manufac- ness, Convnlslons, Fits, NervonsNeuralgla,
ache, Nervous Prostration caused by the me of
turer of Ox Yokes. River street.
alcohol or tobacco, Wakelulness,Mental DepresTTIGOIN8 A HANSON. Manufacturers of the sion. Softening of the Brain resulting in Insanity
"Anchor Brsnd” of Water-proofHorae and and leading to misery, decay and deaf
', Barrenness, Loss of powe
Wagon Covers, Coats, Leggings, Aprons, Overalls,
luntary Lossea tnd Sper
Awnings, Tents, etc. Factory, Eighth St.
-exertion of the brain, self-al
Each box Coutalrs one m
CITY BREWERY, A. Self, Proa box, or six boxes for 1
prietor, capacity of Brewery 4,000 barrels.
"on receipt of price.
Cor. Maple and Tenth streets.

X1

As*. Gen. Pass. Agt.

CARPENTER. Traffic Manager. *
P. G. CHURCHILL Station Agent.

TTOLLAND

11

TTOLLAND CRYSTAL CREAMERY., Noller

XX

A

Bakelaar, proprietors.Pure Butter In
packages. Fish street.

OUNTLEY
II

A., Practical Machinist, Mill and
Engine Repairs .a specialty. Shop on
Seventh street, near River.
,

SIX

Ml

BOXES

To core any case. With each order received
for six boxes accompanied with #5.00, w«
send tho purchaser our written
I

fond the money if the
a cure. Guarantees Issued
KANE, Druggists, Sole Agents,

1

't/j

» **

Dn.

II

Mix.
a.m. p.m a.m.
8 55 500 1125

926 585 12

••

Manufactories,Mills, Shops, Etc.

9 50 ..... ••••••
10 03
1012J

FRGM ALLEGAN TO HOLLAND.

with typhoidfever for a long

City of

1

FROM HOLLAND TO ALLEGAN.

designed as winter quarters.

some "hairy animals'’ or other curiosities -that
might bo readilydisposed of so as to enable thorn
to meet the demands of the Inevitable tax gatherer when he makes his annual call.

drawn for the January term of the Circuit Court for the county of Ottawa, to be

Is

,

follam

PURCHAB1NOBONDS

m

means

bu5ch?”'.

41'8W

22,084 plasterers,

restorins to circulation the sur- and 4,891 engaged in manufacturtn*agrimoney accumulatlnc in the Tr canary, it cultural implement!), amounting in the agshould be borne in mind that premiums must, gregateto 1,214,(Mi, leaving 2,623,080 persons
of course,be paid upon such purchase, that employed in such manufacturing industries
ff* ««®MOn»Me and reckless of the welfare
there may be a large part of these bonds held m wo cUimed to be benefited by a high
of the entire oountrv.
as investmentswhich cannot be purchased at tariff. IV) those the appeal is made to save
Under our present laws more than four thouany price, and that combinations among hold- their employmentand maintain their wages by
ers who are willing to sell may unreasonably resisting a change. There should be no dis- •and articles are subject to dnty. Many of
enhance the cost of such bonds to the Govern- position to answer suck suggestionsby the al- these do not in any way compete with oar own
manufactures,and many are hardly worth atment
legationthat they are in a.minority among tention as subjects of revenue. A considerable
a

of

plus

The

Entire Document De-

voted to Finance

and

r.X'T/r6 ^
8o?of\hL
Sirthe

Taxation,

i

the affected by the operation of tariff laws, should
Treasury. Tho success of this at all times be scrupulously kept in view:

Urr.oMh’ thu!LflndIngu,e for

the

CdBgress Urgently Called Upon
Rodneo the Treasury
Snrplos.

flur Present Tariff

Laws

li no! •(Sir” futo*
to which must be offered them would result in
more financial benefit to the Governmentthan
the ourchase of bonds, white the latter proposal
would redude the pr.ncipal of the debt by actual
payment, instead of extendingit
The proposition to deixisit the money held by
the government in banks throughoutthe country for nse by the people, is, It seems to me,

wllh

UgM

refieotionthey wiU not over!

““
those

r«®*: end they, too. have their wants and
Myelr ^amiliosto supply from their earnings,
well as the amount of their wages, will regulate
the measure of their welfare and comfort

Character-

Illegal.

The Repeal of the Internal Revenue

Tax on Whisky and Tobacco Opposed.

hould be greatly
the duties imposed

_

all the authorityand expedientswithin »xecutive control, and these appear now to be exhausted. If disaster results from the continued inaction of Congress, the responsibility
must rest where it belongs.
1 hough the sitnation thus far considered is
fraught with danger whieh should be fully realized, and though It presents features of
wrong to the people as well as peril to the counrry, it it but
result growing out of
a perfectly palpable and apparentcause, con-

this is

INDEFENSIBLE EXTORTION,
and a culpablebetrayal of American fairness
and Justice.This wrong, inflicted upon those
who bear the burden of nationaltaxation, like
other wrongs,multipliesa brood of evil consequences.The public treasury,which should
•?> 00nduit conveying the people s
tribute to its legitimateobjects of expenditure, becomes a hoarding-place for money
newilesilywithdrawn from trade and the people s nse, thus crippling our nationalenergies,
suspending ' our country's development, preventing investment in productive enterprises,
threateningfinancialdisturbance, and initing schemes of public plunder. This
condition of oar Treasury is not altogether
new ; and it has more than once of late been
submitted to the people’s representatives in tho
Cwigress,who alone can apply the remedy. And
yet the situation still continues,with aggravated incidents, more than ever presaging fln&n
eisl convulsionsand widespread disaster.
It will not do to neglect this sitnation because
Its dangers are not now palpablyimminent and
apparent. They exist none the less certainly,
and await the unforeseen,unexpected occasion
when suddenly they will be precipitatedupon

First Anniiftl Report of tho
Interstate

The radical reductionof
on raw materialused in manufactures, or its
tree importation, is of course an importantfactor in any effort to reduce the price of these
necessaries;It would not only reUeve them
from the increased cost caused by the tariff on
such material, but the manufactured product,
being thus cheapened, that part of the tariff
now laid upon such products as a compensation to our manufacturerstor the present price

The question thus imperativelypresentedfor
solution should be approached in a spirit higher
than partisanship, and considered in the fight
of that regard for
PATRIOTIC DUTY.
which should characterizethe action of those
Intrusted with the weal of a confidingpeople.
But the obligation to declare party policy and
principleis not wanting to urge prompt and
effective action. Both of the great politicalparties now representedin the Governmenthave,
by repeatedand authoritative declarations, condemned the condition of our laws which permit
the collection from the people of unnecessary
revenue, mid have, in the most solemn manner, promisedits correction ; and neither as
citizens nor as partisans are our countrymen in
a mood to condone the deliberate violation of

pay a tribute to his fellow farmer as these pledges.
well as to the manufacturer and merOur progresstoward a wise conclusionwill
chant: nor is any mention made of the
fact that the sheep-owners themselves .and not*btimprov?dby dwelling upon the theories of
protection and free trade. This savors too muoh
thsir households must wear -clothing and use
of bandying epithets. It is a conditionwhich
other articlesmanufactured from the wool they
confronts us, not a theory. Belief from this consell at tariff prices, and thus as consumers
must return their share of this increasedprice dition may involve a slight reduction of the ad-

Commerce

Commission.
Rany Abwe* Conrected—liability of
Expreu and Steamboat
Companiee.

cheapened.0* 10 *very ^ome>

tentment

sides the demoralixatjon
of all Just conceptions which the tariffjpcrmlte,the hard-earned comof public duty which it entails,stimulatesa pensation of many days of toiL
Vo the Congress of the United States :
FALSE PHILOSOPHY FOB FARMERS.
habit of reckless Improvidencenot in the least
Ton are confrontedat the threshold of your consistent with the mi&sion of our people or the
The farmer and the agriculturistwho manulegislative duties with a condition of the' nahigh and beneficentpurposes of our Govern- facture nothing,hut who pay the increased
tional finances which imperativelydemands ment.
price which the tariff imposes, upon every agriImmediate and careful consideration.
cultural implement upon all he wears and
I have deemed it my duty to thus bring to
The amount of money annually exacted, the knowledgeof my countrymen, as weil as upon all he uses, and owns, except the increase
through the operation of present laws, from the to the attention of their representatives or bis flocks and herds aud such things os
indusmes and necessities of the people, largely charged with the responsibility of legislative his husbandry produce from the soil, is Invited
exceeds the sum necessary to meet the exi- relief, the
to aid in maintainingthe present situation,and
genciesof the Government.
he is told that a high duty on impjrted wool is
GRAVITY OP OUB FINANCIAL SITUATION.
/When we eonsider that the theory of our innecessaryfor the benefit of those who have
The failure of the Congress heretofore to pro- sheep to shear, in order that the price of their
atttutions guarantees to every cltlsen the full
enjoyment of all the fruits of his indnstry and vide against the dangers which it was quite ev- wool may be Increased. They, of course, are
enterprise, with only such deductionas may be ident the very nature oi the difficultymust not reminded that the farmer who baa ne sheep
his __
share toward the
*„«, careful and economical I «®0e,8.*TiL! J,roduce' o»a>®d a condition of is by this scheme obliged in his purchases of clothingand woolen goods to

—

reduction can be made in the aggregatebv adding them to the free list. The taxationof luxuries presents no feature of hardship,but the
necessariesof life used and consumed by all
the people, the duty upon which adds to the

But the reduction of taxation demauded
should be so measured as not to necessitate or
justify either the loss of employmentby the
workingmannor the lessening of his, wages;
BXCBXDINOLTOBJECTIONABLE
and the profits still remaining to tire
in principleas establishing
too close relation, manufacturer after a necessary readjustment, of raw material could be accordingly
should
furnish no excuse for the sacrificeof the modified. Buoh reduction,or free importaship between the operations of the Government
Treasury and tho business of the countnr, and interests of his employeseither In their oppor- tion, would serve beside to largely retoo extensivecommingling of their money, thus tunity to work or In the diminutionof their duce the revenue. It is not apparent how
fostering an unnaturalreliance in private trail- compensation. Nor can the worker in manu- such a change can have any injurious effect
ness upon public funds. If this scheme should facturesfail to understand that, while a high npon our manufacturers. On the contrary it
be adopted it should only be done as a4empo- tariff is claimed to be neceasaryto allow the would appear to give them a better chance in
rary expedient to meet an urgent necessity, payment of remunerative wages, It certainly foreign markets with the manufacturersof othLegielai
itive and executive effort should
shnnld gener- results in a very large increase in the price er countries who cheapen their ware* by free
ally be in the opposite directionand ateuld 0 v. ?ear,y 1111 »°rts of manufactures, material. Thus our people might have the ophave a tendency Pto> divorce,as much ahd as which, in almost countlessforms, he portumty of extending their sales beyond the
fast as can safely oe done, tho Treasury De- needs for the use of himself and his family. limits of home consumption— laving them from
He receives at the desk of his employerhia the depression, Interruptionin business, and
partment from private enterprise.
Of course it i-t not expectedthat unnecessary wages, and perhaps before be reacheshis home loss caused by a glutted domestic market, and
affordingtheir employes more certain and
steady labor, with ite resultingquiet and con-

ized as Vicidas, Inequitable

and

I

has been suggested that the present bonded those who labor, and thereby should forego an
debt might be refundedat a less rate of interest
and the differencebetween the old and new
It
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Under the beading, "The Carriers Subject to
its Jurisdiction, the commission says that
som® of tbs railroadpractices which the act
undertakesto bring to an end have been common among carriers by water also, and if wrong
in th- msslves might justly be forbidden la
their ease at well. It does not, however, intend to Intimate an opinion that these things
are common. The commissionis of opinion that the expressbusiness, done by the railroad companies themselves,is within the act.
Whether the expresscompanies, which are independent of tho railroads,are within the con- •
templationof the act is more doubtful. In ragard to the alceping-car companies, Uve-stock
car companies, and oil companies which transport in tank-cars, the Commission says they are
as muoh subject to the temptationto discrimJ“*te as the railroads are, and the fact is laid
before Congressfor snch action as it may choose

i

Aon* ®nd •bort haul clause Is exhaustiv®ly discussed, together with the reasons of
tho Commission for temporarilysuspendingthe
provisionsin certain sections, ana it says, in
part:

"The considerationswhich were influential
in determining when these temporary orders
should be granted were not more the relief of
the carriers from danger of loss than the preventionof threateneddisturbanceof business
interests in certain localities,which by ite reflex action seemed liableto embarrass seriously
the entire country.”
Ite final conclusion,as annonneedin tha
Louisville A Nashville case, and the general
acceptancethat it met with are recited,and tha
report adds :
“The commission takes pleasure now in being
able to report that in large secUons of the country obedienceto the general rule of the fourth
section Is withoutimportantexception."

ventageswhich we award our home productions ;
T.e ®n^r® withdrawal of such advantages
a
should not be contemplated. The questionof
reviewing railway operations during tha
throughout the country are found in small free trade is absolutelyirrelevant;and the P^od which has elapsed since the act took
stantly producing the same alarming olrcumpersistent claim made in certain quarters, that
flocks numbering from twenty-fiveto fifty.
effect, the commission feels warranted in saystancos—a congested National Treasury and a
effortsto relieve the people from unjust and
To® duty on the grade of imported wool all
ing that, while less has been done in the direcdepleted monetary condition in the businessof
unnecessary taxation are schemes of so-called
which
these
sheep
yield
is 10 cents each per
the country. It need hardly be stated that,
rreo-traders, is mischievous and far removed tion of bringing the freight traffic into conpound
if of the valne of 30 cents or less, and
formitywith the general rule prescribed by the
while the present situation uemands a remedy,
from any consideration for the public good.
12 cents if of the value of more than 30 cents. If
we can only be saved from a like predicament
The simple and plain duty which we owe the fourth section than some persons perhaps exthe liberalestimate of six pounds be allowed
in the future by tho removal of tho cause.
people is to reduce taxationto the necessary pected, there has, nevertheless, been a gratifor each fleece the duty thereon would be 00 or
fying advance in that direction, and there is
SCHEME OF TAXATION.
of
2 cents, and this may be taken os the utmost expenses of an economical administration
Our scheme of taxation, by means of which enhancementof its price to the tarmer b
tho Government, and to restore to the basinets every reason to believe that this will continue.
this needlesssurplus is taken from the people
of tho country the money which we hold in the
reason of this duty. Eighteen dollars woul<
The commission,after quoting that part of
and put into the public treasuryconsists of a
thus represent tho Increased price of the Treasury through the perversion of govern- the twelfth sectionwhich empowers it to “intarirt or dnty levied upon importations from
mental powers. These things can and should
wtool from twenty-fivesheep, and 130 that
quire into the businessof all common carriers,”
abroad,and internal-revenue taxes levied upon
from the wool of fifty sheep, and at be done with safety to all our industries,with- ays :
the consumption of tobacco and spirituous and
out danger to the opportunityfor remunerative
present
values this addition would amount to
“This is a very important provision,and the
malt liquors. It must be conceded that none of
/ ?£lIch our *or»»>en need, and with benabout one-third of Its price. If, upon its sale,
commissionwill no doubt have frequentocthe things subjected to internal-revenue
taxaefit to them and all our people, by cheapening
tho farmer receivesthis or a less tariff profit,
casion
to take action under it. It will not heeltion are, strictly speaking, necessaries;there
their means of sabslstenceand increasingthe
the wool leaves his bauds charged with pretato to do so in any case in which a mischief of
appears to be no just complaint of this taxation
measure of their comforts.
ns.
cisely that sum, which, in all its changes, will
public importance is thought to exist and
by the consumers of these articles,and there
THE TARIFF WAS ALL-IMPORTANT.
On the 30th day of June, 1881, the excess of seems to be nothing so well able to bear the adhere to it until it reaches the consumer.
pe
Constitution provides that the President which is not likely to be brought to its attenWhen
manufactured
into
cloth
and
other
goods
xevenues over public expenditures,after com- jjjttjenwithout hardshipto any portionof the
tion on complaint of a private prosecutor.
and material for use, its cost Is not only increas- shaU from time to time give to tho Congress There is every reason to believe, however,that
plying with the annual requirement of the
informationof the state of the Union." It has
ed to the extent of the fanner's tariff profit, but
inking fund act, was #17,83»,78jtS4 ; during the
But our present tariff laws-the vicious, inb®®° ‘be on stem of the Executive, in compliance some of the most serious evils which were noa further sum has been added for the beuefitof
I? M9D405 5«UM 30, l8?’ J,0011 »£Ce“ amount<5dstable and illegalsource of unnec^sSy taS the manufacturer under the operation of other with this provision, to annually exhibit to the torious in the railwayservice before the pasyear ®nd®d ation— ought to be ut once revised and oSondCongress, at thelopenlngof its sessions, the sage of the act, and were in the legislative»
June 80, 1887, it reached tho sum of €53,567,- ed. These laws, as their primary and plain tariff laws. In the meantime, the day ar- general condition of the country, and to detail, mind as reasons for ite enactment, have now
rives when the farmer finds ft necessary to
with some particularity, the operations of almost ceased to exist. One of these was the
.
contributions to tho sinking fund
I {!i,rchr w°ol®n «?od“ material to clothe
tho different executivedepartments. It giving of specialand secret rebates. Complaints of unjust discrimination
and the giving
ta^n Sethr*royateBtob0VeBpeClfl®d,W110Unt’
' B“ul. I,ai(1. for 8Uch duties Thu8P the amount laces the tradesman for
.for^Ue.
winter.he
When
he would be especially Agreeable to follow
that purpose
discovof tne duty measures the tax paid by
this course at tho present time, and of undue and unreasonable preference by the
ducted from tho surplusas stated, were made those who purchase for use these imported ers that he is obliged not only to return in the
to call attentionto tho valuable accomplish- open rates are still frequent, and it is not to be
by calling in for that purpose outstandingthree articles. Many of these things, how- way of increased prices, his tariffprofit on the ments of these departments during the last denied that in the existingtariffs there are
per cent, bonds of the Government During the ever, are raised or manufactured in wool ho sold, and which then perhaps lies bemany rates which, as compared with others
fiscal year. But I am so much impressedwith
aix months prior to June 30, 1887, the
made by the same carriers,seem to be unfair
our own Country, aud the duties now levied up- fore him in manufactured form, but that he the paramount importance of the subject to
SURPLUS REVENUE
on foreigngrains and productsare called pro- must add a considerablesum thereto to meet a which this communication has thus far been and oppressive. But even as regards this gpefurther increase in cost caused bv a tariff duty
had grown so large by repeated accumulations, tectionto these home manufactures,because on tho manufacture. Thus in the end he is devoted, that I shall forego the addition of any manlfeat/ai,tlCe
80<Xl effectB oi the law are
•ad it was feared the withdrawal of this great they render it possible for those of our people aroused to the fact that he has paid upon a other topic, ana only urge upon your immediate
Being
now
compelled
to justify their rates
who
are
manufacturers
to
make
these
taxed
arconsideration
the
“state
of
the
Union"
as
shown
•uin of money needed by the people would
moderate purchase, as a result of the tariff
when called on the commissionfinds makes
•o affect the business of the country, that the ticles and sell them .for a price equal to that scheme— which, when he sold his wool, seemed in the present conditionof our Treasury and
•m of 879,864,100of snoh surplus was ap- demanded for the Imported goods that have so profitable— an increasein price more than our general fiscal situation, upon which every mcroager.more cautious about doing an injuaplied to Uie payment of tho principaland paid customs duty. Bo it happens that sufficientto sweep away all the tariff profit he element of onr safety and prosperity depends.
The report further says :
reports ot the heads of departments,
Interest of the three per cent, bonds still while comparatively a few use tne imported received upon the wool he produced and sold.
“The pooling of freights and of railroad earnUlions of our people, who never use
which will be submitted,contain full and exoutstanding, and which were then payings, so far as the commissionhas knowledge
ITS “RELENTLESS GRASP.” ’
saw any of the imported products,
moit informationtouching the transaotion of
oble at the option of the Government
When the number of farmers engaged in wool- he business intrustedto them, and suoh or informationon the subject, came to an end
The precariousconditionof financialaffairs purchase and use things of the same kind
•mpng the people still needing relief, immedi- made in this country, and pay there- 'roisingiscomoared with all tho farmers in the recommendations relating to legislation in the when the act took effect. But as pooling was
only one of several purposes had in view in
ately after the 30th day of June, 188/, the re- for nearly or quite the same enhanced country, and the small proportionthey bear ta >oblic interest as they deem advisable. I ask
forming railroad associations, the leading assoor these reports and recommendations the demalnder of the 8 per cent bonds then outstand- price whieh the duty adds to the imported our population is considered ; when it Is made
Ing, amounting, with principal and interest, to articles. Those who buy imports pay the duty apparent that, in the case of a large part of l berate examination and action of tho legisla- ciationshave not been dissolved,but have
been continuedla existencefor other objects.”
the sum of 8W, 877, 500, were called In and ap- charged thereoninto the public Treasury,but those who own sheep, the benefit of the present tive branch of tho Government.
Upon the subject of rates Ithe report says :
There are other subjects not embraced in the
plied to the sinking-fondcontribution for the the great majorityof our citizens,who buy do- ta-iff on wool is illusory;and, above all, when
"The public interest is best served when the
mestlc
articles
of
the
same
class,
pay
a
sum
at
it must be conceded that the increase of the departmental reports demanding legislative
currentfiscal year. Notwithstandingthese oprates ore so apportioned as to encourage the
erations of the Treasury Department, ropresen- least approximatelyequal to this duty to tho cost of living caused by such tariffbecomes a consideration, and which I should be glad to
home mimufacturer. This referenceto the op- burden upon those with moderate means, and submit. Some of them, however, have been largest practicable change of productsbetween
n.ir
1 “J“
the poor, the employed and unemployed, the earnestly presentedin previous messages, and different sections of our country and with foreign countries ; and this can only be done by
sick and well, and the young and ofd, and that as to them I beg leave to repeat prior recommendations.
making value au important consideration, and
it constitutes a tax which, with relentless grasp,
by placing upon the higher classes of freight
As the law makes no provision for any report
----- year was _‘ once comSeted bv I ,mp??® a bJ,rd1en ul ou.ftoe who consume dl is fastened upon the clothingof every mau,
expenditure
of 827,684,263
in ine8^® Prod^p^t!i ®® well as those who consume woman and child in the land, reasons are sag- from tho Department of State, a brief history some share of the burden which on a relatively
imported articles,and thus create a tax upon gested why the remeval or redaction of this of the transactionsof that important depart- equal apportionmentif service aloue were conthe purchase of
__
___due
_ ___
all our people.
sidered would fall upon those of less value.”
not _yet
bearing 4 <4
duty should be included in a revision of our ment, together with other matters which it may
This chapter is concludedwith the following,
hereafter be deemed essential to commend to
premium paJdlhereaii^ averaging
I *1*
ProP9?ed to entirely relievo the coun- 1 Uriff’laws!
cent for the former aud 8 per cent for the
Ration. It must be extensively con- In speakingof the increased cost to the con- the attention of Congress,may furnish the oc- under the sub-heading,“Competition:*
"A study of the act to regulate commerce has
ter. In addition to this, the interest
i!ieth? Government’s in- sumer of our home manufactures, resulting casion for a future communication.
satisfiedthe members of the commissionthat
Grover Cleveland.
during the present year upon the
i. ft/eidiu*t|uentof our tariff the In- from a duty laid upon imported articles of tho
it was Intended in its passage to preserve for
Washington,December 6, 1887.
bonded indebtednessof the Government was
» erlct^ .a,bor eD8!lgld 111 wanufact- same description,the fact Is not overlooked that
the people the benefits of competition as be•orap oitent anticipated, and banks selected as |
air
48 well as | competition among _our domestic producers
tween the several transportationlines of tha
depositories of public money were permittedto tho preservationof our manufactures. It may sometimes has the effect of keeping the price of
Crime in Ireland.
country. If that shall be done the towns which
b« called protection, or by any other name, but their products below the highest limit allowed
•raiewhat increase their deposits.
have great natural advantages,or advantages
While the expedients thus employed to re- relief from the hardships and dangers of our by such duty. But it is notorious that this comThe statisticsfor crime in Ireland' acquiredby large expendituresof money In eslease to the people the money lying idle in tho present tariff laws should be devisedwith espe- petition is too often strangledby oombinations
tablishing new thoroughfares
of commerce will
treasury served to avert immediate danger, our cial precaution against imporillng the existence called trusts, which have for their object tho for the year 1886 show that the total
have cheaper rates than can ordinarilybe obsurplus revenueshave continuedto accumulate, of our manufacturinginterests. But this regulation of the supply and price of commodi- number of criminal offenses was 223,tained by towns less favorably situated.It
the excess for the present year amounting on existenceshould not mean a condition ties made and sold by members of the com202, or 456,5 per 10,000 of the estimight possiblybo within tho competency of
the first day of December to 855,2 )8,701.19, and which* without regard to the public bination. The people can hardly hope for any
legislativepower to prescribefor the several
estimated to reach the sum of 8113.00j.000
on the welfare or a national exigencymust al- consideration in the operation of these selfish mated population, as compared with
intor-btate railroads equal mileage rates for
JOtb of June next, at which date it is expected ways insure the realisation of immense
231,313,or 469.7 per 10,000 of the pop- the
whole country, but this, if enforced,
*d?ed to I,rloraccumulations,
ulation in 1885, snowing a decrease of
would put an end to competition as a factor in
of our national
the surplusin the Treasury to 8140,activities increase —
now
- -----recruits
ts are added to
to the price of any particulardutiable article of 8,111 in number, and adecreaseof 13,2 making rates, and to a very large extent deprive the great business centers of the country
There seems to be no assurance that with those who desire a continuationof the advan- home production-below the limit which it
inthejate per 10,000 persons. Of- of their several natural advantages, and also
•uch a withdrawal from nse of the people’s clrmight otherwise reach under our tariff laws
fenses not disposed of summarily con- of the benefit of expenditures made by them
culating medium our business may not in the
*
,
----- — — .
if, with suoh reduced price, Its manufacin creatingfor themselves new channels of •
near future be subjected to the same distress ^bbcroly have *11 efforts to reform the pres- tuie continuesto thrive, it is entirely evident
stituted the more serious groups of
trade. It would, in fact, work a revolution in
whlch was unite lately produced from the
oondjtlon b®en reahried by those of our that one thing has been discovered which
crimes,
and
were
somewhat
more
nuthe business of the country, which, though it
•ante. Ana while the functions of our Nation- f®!10*’0!}}2®0®
thus engaged tnat they can should be carefully scrutinizedin an effort to
might
be greatly beneficial in some directions,
iury
sbi
•I Treasury should be few and simple,and
“® .BU?Picion, euter- reduce taxation.
merous than in any of the three years would be
fearfully destructive in others. Conwhile ite best condition would be reached, talned to a certain extent, that there exists an
The necessity of combination to maintain the immediately preceding,but show a
peas has not by the existing legislation underI believe, by its enUre disconnection
with priORGANIZEDCOMBINATION
price of an/ commodity to the tariff point furtaken to inaugurate such a revolution.Tha
vate business interests,yet when, by a pervernishes proof that some one is willing to accept decrease of 3,291 as compared with the
competition by water la the most important
ion of ite purposes, It idly holds money useless- along the line to maintain their advantage.
We
are in the midst of centennial celebrations lower prices for such commodity, and that suoh year 1882, and the absolute number
factor in forcing rates to a low level at tha
ly eubtractedfrom the channels of trade, there
and with becoming pride we rejoicein Ameri- prices are remunerative,and lower prices pro- (7,315) of these offensesand their rapoints where the lines of land and water trans•eems to be reason tor the claim that some can
skill and ingenuity,in American energy duced by competition prove the sami thing.
portation
intersectThe experience of tha
legitimate means shield be devised by the
and enterpriso, and In the wonderful natural Thus, where either of the^e conditions exist a tio to the estimated population (15.0
country
has demonstrated that the artifloial
Government to restore in an emergency, withcase
would
seem
to be presentedfor an easy readvantages and resources developed by a cenper 10,000) were below the correspond- waterways cannot be successfulcompetitors
out waste or extravagance,such money to its
duction of taxation.
place among the people.
ing averages for the three years ending with the railroads on equal terms.
The considerations which have been
*UD t™*'1'’I Is mie to jufify^T^heme1 wh*ch°SerimS1aI Tlie oon,ia®r“lon»which have been present"The railroads long since deprived the great
oI£l!!?Lmi;?d2M!Sl!?Hth®re
now exl,ta Uax to be laid upon every Consumer in^hind ed.touohlngour Uriff »*ws are intended only to with 1881. The distribution of criminu canals of Ohio. Indiana ar.d-Illinoisof nearly
enforce an earnest recommendationtnat the
Bo clear and undoubted. executive
I for t0e b«aeflt our
quite to- 1 en,or°®
*>all their importance,
and the Erie Canal is only
POWER OF RELIEF.
Burglus^revenue
of the Government be prevent* offenses is as follows: Leinster,90,yond-ja «*
reasonable
- demand
------ tor governmental
maintained as a great channel of trade by tha a
Heretoforethe redemption of 3 per cent bonds, regard,
914, or 910.8 per 10,000 population;
it suits the purposesof advocacy to call
liberalityof the State of New York in makitxg
REDUCTION OF OUR CUSTOMS DUTIES,
which were payable at the option of the Got- our manufactures infant industries, stUl needMunster, 54,387, or 408,6; Ulster, 54,- ite us® free. In their competitive struggle!
•nunent, has afforded a means for the disburse- ing the highest aud greatest degree of favor and and, at the same time, to emphasize a suggesNith
each other towns cannot ignore the effect
mont of the excess of our revenues; but those fostering care that can be wrung from Federal tion that in accomplishingthis purpose we may 257, or 311.8; and Connaught,28,644,
which the existence of natural waterways must
bonds have all been retired,and there are no legislation.
dischargea doubli duty to our people by grant- or 287.6. The total cost of the repres- have upon railroad tariffs ; the railroad compabonds outetendingtho payment of which we
ing to them a measure of relieffrom tariff taxaTHE WOBKINOMAN’SPOSITION.
have toe right to insistupon. The contribution It is also said that the increase in the price of tion in quarters where it Is roost needed, and sion of crime for the year was £2,039,- nles cannot ignore It, nor can the commission
to the sinking fund which furnishes the occa- domesticmanufactures resulting from the fr#i sources where it can be most fairly and 025, being a decrease of £27,787 as ignore it if competitionis still to exist and be
allowed its force according to natural laws.
moq for expenditurein the purchase of bonds present tariff is necessaryin order that higher justly accorded.
compared with 1885. Of this sum Neither can the great free Erie Canal be ighas been already made for the current year, so wages may be paid to our workingmen emNor can the presentation made of such connored
; it influences the rates to New York more
that there is no outlet in that direction.
ployed in manufactoriesthan are paid fur what siderations be. with any degree of fairness, re- £1,533,166 was for police, £55,473 for
than any other one cause, and indirectly,
In the present state of legislation the only is called the pauper lAbor of Europe. All will garded as evidences of unfriendliness
toward prosecutions,and the remainder for threvgh its influenceupon the rates to New
pretense of any existingexecutive power to acknowledge the force of an argument which onr manufacturinginterests,or of
any ___
lack of
___
York, it influences those to all other seaboard
prisons, etc.— Notes of Ireland.
restora at this time any part of our surplus to involves the welfare and liberal compen- I appreciation of their value and importance,
cities, and indeed to all that section of tha
the people by its expenditure,consists in the sallon of our laboring people. Onr labor These Interests const tote a leading and most
country."
suppositionthat the Secretary of the Treasury is honorable in the eyes of every Amer- I substantial
abitantial element of our national neatness,
greatness,
The Commission finds that the operation of
It is said that the table upon which
ttay enter the market and purchase tue bonds loan citizen, and as it lies at the foun- and furnish the prond proof of our country’s
the law hae in general been beneficial ; that it
of the Government not yet due at a rate of pro- dation of our development and progress, progress. But if, in the emergenoy that presses Generals Grant and Lee signed the
tends to increase railroad earnings,while at
mi um to be agreed upon.
it is entitled,without affectation or hy- npon us, our manufacturersare asked to
The only provision of law from which such a pocrisy, to the utmost regard. The standard surrender something for the public good famous paper at AppomattoxCourt- the same time the tendencyof rates has been
downward.
These facts are attributedto tha
power could bo derivedis found in an appropri- of our laborers’ life should not be measured and to avert disaster their patriotism, as well as house, which virtuallyterminated the
Increasedmovement of materials induced by
ation bill passed a number of years ago ; and it by that of any £ther countryless favored, and a gratefulrecognitionof advantages already rebellion, is now owned by a Mr.
faith in the stability and fairness of the
• subject to the suspicionthat It was intended they are entiuAl to their full share of all onr afforded, should lead thorn to willingcooperacharges.
sa temporary,and limited in ite application, in- advantages.
tion. No demand is made that they shall fore- Gunther, of Chicago, who paid $1,000
On the sabject of amendments to the law tha
stead of conferring a continuingdiscretion and
for it. The original owner was the report
aaya:
Mthority.No conditionought to exist which
widow of Major General Ord. An
"The Commission has not seen occasion for
would Justify the grent of power to a single
recommendingany considerable changes in tha
Official, upon his judgment of Its necessity, to
safety, when they are reminded of the fact that autograph letter from General Grs«i
act under which its work is performed. It has
withhold from or release to the business
is said to establish its identity.
seemed to ite members that the law for the regof the people, in an unusual manner, servants and laborers), white 1,810,236 are emulation of taterstate commerce should be permoney held in the Treasury, and thus ployed in trade and transportation, and 3,837,to have a growth, and that it would moat
affect,at hfs will, the financial situation of the 112 *r® classed as employedIn manufacturing
• It has been estimated that
of mitted
\rol
surely as wallas most safely attain a high docountry ; and it it is deemed wise to lodge in and mining.
--------- --------offered, wrens destrov at least 600 insects a
gree of efficiency aud usefulnessin thatway
the Secretary of the Treasury the authority in
For
and none of ns should be unmindful of a time
ihe present juncture to purchase bonds, it
day. They have been obserred to The general featuresof the act are grounded
when
In principles that will stand the test of time
should be pla nly vested, and provided, as far
AN ARCHED AND IRRITATED PEOPLE,
leave their nests and return with in- and experience,and only time and experience
m possible, with such checks and limitations conceded that there should be deducted from
heedless
of
those
who
have
resisted
timely
and
can
determine whether all the provisions made
sects from forty to sixty times an hour.
M will define this official s right and discretion those which it includes373,143 carpenters and
for their enforcement ore safe, sound, and
sn<U8Mtosame time relieve him from undue joiners, 285,482milliners,dressmakersand reasonablerelief, may insistnpon a radical and
sweeping rectificationof their wrongs.
workable. When they prove not to be so, exseamstresses, 172,726 blacksmiths,133,750
The difficultyattendinga wise ana fair reGood manners are made up of petty perience will be a safe guide in legislation to
In considering the question of
feUors and tailoresiei. 103,473 masons, 76.241 vision of our tariff laws is not underestimated.
perfect them.
sacrifices.
I
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the tradesman.
think it may be fairly assumed that a large
proportion of the sheep owned by the farmers
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P. T. Barnurn Writes a Story.

The opening chapters of 4

C. A. STEVENSON,

splendid

story for the you^g, by the famous show-

Successor to

man, P. T. Barnum, appears this week in
the columns of The New Fork Family

Paper. The story describesthe adventures of an American boy, whom Air.
Barnum calls “Aly Plucky Boy Tom,’1
and whom he sent to India in search of
wild, fierce, and rare animals to replace
Story

The

reader

-

—

—

A Beal
We presume
found

FOR MEN AND BOYS

Kogers* Knives, Forks

and

Spoons.

In all grades, styles, and at all prices.

and Steel Spectacles,
Eye Glasses, Etc.

EATS

in

one.

But after the mind has been fully made
up to purohase one of these Indispensable
articles,the question arises as to what
kind of a machine to buy.
It should be so simply constructed that
the most inexperiencedcan successfully
operate it. The other points mainly to be
considered, and which are the most desirable,are durability, rapidity,capacity
for work, ease of operation, regularityof
motion, uniformity of teusion, and silence
while in

operation.

f

The "Light-Running New Home" fills
the above requirements,and is said to
combine the good points of all sewing machines, with the addition of many new
improvements and labor-saving devices.
The price is no higher than that of
other machines, and every lady who is
the happy poasessorof one may rest assured she baa Indeed a treasure. See advertisement.

Physiciansprescribe Ayer’s Sarsaparilla
In cases of scrofula, and in every form of
chronic disease, because this medicineis
safer to take, end is more highly concentrated, than any other preparation.It
can always be depended upon as an effective blood

_

purifier.

A Sound Legal

Opinion.

1887.

have the largest stock of Fur Caps in
the City. A big Hoe.

A New

AND UNDERWEAR.

27-lyr.

RATTAN NOCmS,

Everything sold at the closest possible
prices, We are bound to sell to all.

Call and See Us !
JONKMAN & DYKEMA.

You Need

An

The most effective medicine,for the core
of any serious ailment. If you are suffering from Scrofula, General Debility,
Stomach,Liver, or Kidney diseases, try
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla — the safest, best, and
most economical blood purifier in use. *

HARDY I C0.’S
TRADE ^ ^ MARK.

F. «.

LOUNGES,

|A Full Assortment of

PRISHOIDAL

CARPET ROCKERS,

For many years I was troubled with
a Liver and Kidney complaint Hearing
Ayer’s Sarsaparillavery highly recommended, I decided to try it, and nave done
so with the most satisfactory results. I

SPECTACLES

am

These glasses are ground on a

youth' t

convinced that Ayer’s SarsaparillaIs

Kttn and Easy Visionfisstorsd.

The Best Remedy
ever compounded,for diseasescaused by
impure blood.— Edward W. Richardson,
Milwaukee, Wis.

requireswithout causing any atram or
sense of weariness. FOR

SALE

FANCY FURNITURE

B][

STEVENSON,

C. A.

I have found Ayer’s Sarsaparilla a more
effectual remedy, in the ulcerous forms of

And a large assortment of

NEW

PRINCIPLE, which gives the aid the eye

JEWELER,

HOLLAND,

t

MICH.

At greatly reduced

25-Aino«.

an impoverishedsystem. As a

Also Agents for the

blood

and as a tonic, I am convinced
that this wonderful preparation has no
equal. — Charles C. Dame, Pastor Congregational Church, Andover, Me.
purifier,

prices.

UNIVERSAL TRIPOD, used as

a Coatland Hat Rack. Parlor Easel, and for
Sewing Room and Sleeping Room, etc.

Wilcoxson, of Horse Cave,

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,

Kidney, Liver and Stomach Disorders
stands unequaled. Price 50 cte. and $1.00
per bottle at Yntes & Kane’s. Holland,
and A. De Krulf’s Drug Store, Zeeland.

OH

MY BACK

I

Ank

**TB1 COMPOUND OXYGEN TBIATMINT1*Dre.Btariter
t r'im: I•• ,m
kern been a.l.g
Car the bet eevaateen jean, I* a oebatlla ndjeitaeot of tka
•loaeato rf Oxjgoa and Iltregeu m*fn*UMd,and the
•MfOMd le oe ee. denied and node pe ruble (bat U k Hat
iU «Ttr Ut wtrll*

RIVER STREET,
If

------.
ITABKBY k PALIN barn the libertyto refer la tk*
Mlawtag.nnued weU-kaewi penaae vibe bart tried their

youthful freshness and color to faded and
gray hair. It also eradicates dandruff
and preventa the hair from falling.

ION. Wl. D. KBUIY, Neater of CoegreM,Philadelphia.
MY, YICIOB L COX BAD, Edller af the Lathers* Ob-

to C. A. Stevenson
your holiday

TroaUeeal

|

45 4t

------

Fuel Wanted.
. Proposals will be received by the undersigned, nntil Monday, Jan. 9, 1888, six
o’clock p. m., for the delivery at the Central School building, of sound, green,
•awed, body beach or hard maple wood,
aa follows: 150 cords of 8 foot wood, or
125 cords of 4 foot wood. Bids will be
•ntertsined for the whole or a part of the
above, and at the opening of the bids the
Board will decide whether they desire the
3 or the 4 foot wood.
By order of the Board of Education.

„

H. Krbmebs,
T.

Holland, Mich., Dec.

Keppbl.
15,

Committee.
1887. 46-4t

DE,.

HILL’S

ENGLISH BUCHU
la

One

of the

Beat

Kidney
INVESTIGATORSIN

USE.^

Will nra alt dUeMM.f thr Kldiwyi, Bidder, Irritation
nf
the Nwk of Uto RUddor,Burning Urln., Qlm, Gonorrhoea In
hUltaiiU«M.Macon*tiiMbirgci. Con*t»Uon of the Udnori,
Brisk Dart DepooilDl.hewr,IntUmmUioo of the Kldner*
ond Bladder, Dropij of Kldusn,Add Urine, BloodrUrine.
IN THR BACK. Itetentle.of Urine.
Srin*

PAW

nil lie

Delivered fre« of any charges.

A Tax Computer.

Send for

*

An

Mbs. Ingalls says “woman is a silent
power in the laud.
All that is necessary to become convinced of the truth
of this assertion is to attend a woman’s
nghts convention or a charitable fair.—
Exchange.

*

_

An immense dam is to be,constnicted
under the direction of French
engineers. The main portion will be
940 feet long by fifty-eight feet high,
.and two smaller ones will close side
depressions. It is calculatedthat this
work will back the water over some
1,500 acres, and retain 14,000,000 c^bjo
meters of water, sufficient, it is claimed,
to provide for all the cattle of the region during a period of three years,
and for the irrigation of 5,000 acres pi
flat bottom land alongsidethe river bed
below.

eOK. W. W. BCNCYLBR, Uri,,., P».
WILSON, M3 Nraad«aj,N. T- Id. PklU.
ednlpUt Phatuvrapber.
PlDZUA I. LYON, Waloina, Ilawall,Randvtchlilaad^

ALBlAKDEI UITCIIII. Inreraoee, Sestlaad.
HANCBL Y. OBTKUA, retain., r.iraUru, lexlea.
MS. BHMA COOPIR. U1 lx, bpaal.h Ueadunu, Cantral

A New

HOLLAND, MICH,
you think of buying

Suit or Winter Overcoat,

I'

Circular

gold hr

all

Draggiita.

W. JOHNSTON & CO.,

*«•*

*•«"•-

DETROIT. MICH.

For Sale by Yates A Kane.
87-IOboos.

Van Duran

Remember that Clothing can be made to order very nearly as
cheap as ready-made. The small difference in first cost is
fully made up in the better quality of color and texture of
the cloth and the improved style and

fitting qualities, tci

say

freedom from annoyance resulting from poorly
made clothing. In ordering it is necessary to consider
Quality, Style, and Workmanship. In deciding where to
order you must consider that
nothing

of the

1

Aaerlea.
>. COBB. U. B. Ylre-Cenial,Cotabliari, Noreeee.
B. Y. AhMBROOK,Red KI.V, Ul.

BIRUT TtkMB, hoitlaghani, Pnglmd.
JACOB WARD, Bowr.l, New K..ulli Wain.
And thauMud* «f .thrn In t\tvj part af tka
L'alM hUlet.

BRUSSE BROS.
ways keep in stock the latest styles in Cloths and Trimmings and do not spare trouble or expense in fully satisfying
eveiy
J 6
al

VrCnt

formr. InaMli'y to Bruin the Water,
pereon* ndraDocriIn life.IT IS A KIDNEY
INVESTIGATORthat rr*tnre«the Urine to IU nntnrnl eolor,
itnu.ca the odd end l.oroln*.
and the clftci of the txeeMire
ee of Intoxicatingdrink.
Ornrel in

tloD,

M. B. C. KNIGHT, Philadelphia.
B. PBANK SIDDALL, Berrhaat,Philadelphia.
BPWABD i.

PRICE, SI 1 Three Bottle* for S2.80.
instrument is now in use in the
California Secretary of State's office b)
which the taxes on any amount can be
told from a small sum to a million of
dollars without making a figure, and
work can be done by almost any on#
which heretoforehas required the services of an expert in figures.

Co.,

•tnar, Philadelphia.

MY. CMAELU W. CUSHING, D. D. Baehaeler, N. Y.
HON. WM, PINE NIXOK, Bdltor leltr.Oeeae, Chicago, IU.
MY. A. W. BOORK, Xdllur The Ceeteenry, Laarneter.8. C.
W. H. W0ITM1K6T0N,Editor Re* Be.tk, Blmleghoa. Al*.
JCDOB H. P. YBOOBAN,qieneao, Kne.
Bl. BABY A. LITmORB, Belron,RuuekncetU.
Jl'DQI R. B. VOORHEBS,Be* York Cllj.

'1 jewelry store

presents!

JSE3E3.

Ml*

A toilet luxury in every respect, Ayer’s
Hair Vigor never fails to restore the

Go

COJVtE A.NTD

I Meyer, Brouwer &

a

CONSUMPTION, ASTHMA,BBONCUTO, DTIFKPfli.
CATAKMH, HAT SITU, HBADACBI,DEBILITY,MBNC*
MATUB, NBCBAMIA and all Ctoak and B

.

distressing disease, the piles, is
speedily relieved and cured by Ayer’s

—

A WELL-TRIED TREATMENT

I

That

—

II

UM9 rots atTMt, PfeUaa’Oe Fa.

-

for

Elegant Line of

Holland, Mich., Sept. 15, 1887. 11-ly

Ky., adds a like testimonv,
saying: He
'r.M^ng-’a[k|
positivelybelieves he would
died, I Prepared by Dr. J. C. Ayer k Co., Lowell, Maw.
lid have died.
bid it not been for Electric Bitters.
Bold by allDruggiau. Price $l;alx bottle*, $6.
This great remedy will ward off, as well
as core all Malaria Diseases, and for ail

Pills.

Line of

Gent’s Furnishing Goods

Office.

STEVENSON.

Holland, Mich., Aug. 4.

We

Ever exhibited.

and CAPS,

I have taken, within the past year, several bottles or Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,
and
find it admirably adapted to toe needs of

Am

I.

News

C. A.

Scrofula, than any other we possess.—
James Lull, M. D., Potsdam, N. Y.

E. Bainbridge Munday, Esq., County
Att’y, Clay Co., Tex., says: "Have used
Electric Bitters with most bappv results.
My brother also was very low with Malarial Fever and Jaundice,but was cured
by timely use of this medicine.
satisfied Electric Bitterssaved his life."

Mr. D.

Repairing of every description done promptly
and carefully.
Store next door to

finest upholstered

-OYERCOATS-

large assortment of Gold,

there is hardly a lady to be

RIVER STREET,

Have just received the

In the City.

Silver

our broad land who, if she does
not already possess a sewing machine, expects some day to become the owner of

!

Meyer, Brouwer & Co.,

WINTER

FALL AND

IJiv

A

Necessity.

- —

have the largest and best stock of

Clocks and Jewelry,

by the hair-breadthescapes of
this dauntlessAmerican boy when capturing the fiercest and wildest animals
ever seen in any traveling show. The
New York Family Story Paper is for sale
at all news-stands.

OF

WATCHES, HAN & DIKEMA
CLOTHING
Who

is

thrilled

-

—

Dealer in

those destroyed by the disastrous fire at

Bridgeport last month.

HOLIDAYGOODS

For the Clothing Store

WYKHUYSEN,

H.

“

COHPOr.ND OXTOKN-IU Bode ,r trtlm ..d BM.Ita,"

A

arw
bj Ur., Marliry
!• Ik. till* of a

br.«

bar.

.r

twain .-.1,^|i«gn,paliUabod
In el! l-i.clrer. full la-

Arl.lrlial<-

IM. rrmirL.iilerarati.er-,-rn| and a rererd
afeeter.1
. urn In n «•<;« r.,C|te of chreaU
tUM-iu inr af thin aftrr Mag ahendi-itHlI- .lie hr 0|krr
phjilcU....A l.e “tCBAOUD OXYGLS-lu Orlglo
Dr.elopn.fnt," ne l.lere.lli;l.onk of one bnndrrU
Belh or .lit er will be wall.. I free to any t<UrtM onappllMtlga. Iliad thr lirorliaro I
forNnlioi!iu

to

customer.

hundre.l

Fine Gents’ Furnishing Goods and

PALEN,

DUS. fi-TARKEY &

a full stock of Hats and Caps,

162/ X- It’-SUdi-ch Street. I,,itlniin.. P*.

Bros.

JOHN PESSINK & PRO,

DEALERS IN

Wholesalers aud Retailersof

BOOTS,
Gandies, Nuts, Bakers’ Goods

in Brazil,

SHOES,

CRACKEES, FOREIGN FRUITS, ETC.
The trade supplied with everything in this

line at

lowest prices

ETC., ETC.,

Always -have a large

assort-

We

are Agents for the Fairview

ment of Goods on hand.

GJrlVE TJS

A

Cheese Factory.

GJLLnJLn

2

Suoklen’i Arnica Salve.
The beat salve in the world for Cute,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Balt Rheum, Fever
Bores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblaini,
Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteedto give perfect satisfaction,or
money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
For sale by Yates & Kane, Holland, and
A. De Kruif, Zeeland.Mich.
..... aooItch, Mange, and Scratches every
kind on human or animals cured ih 80
minutes by Wool ford’s Sanitary Lotion.
This never fails. Sold by Kremers &
Bangs, Druggists,Holland, Mich.; 43 dm

We make a

Specialty
wejd,D‘

of Custom Work.

Holland, Mich

,

JOHN PEB8INK & BRO.

Oct. 12, 1887.

INEaOBNHM
|UARE,NY-DALLAS,

REPAIRING-

Meyer, Brouwer & Co.,

Neatly andjpromptly executed.

VAN DUREN BROS.
Three doors east of Post-office.
Holian.dMich., April

13.

1887.

•«AMBAaqccai:ii

18-tf.

Dealers

Curtains,
Wall Paper, Carpets, Pic
ture

Frames, etc.,

short-hand school#

e<r
ItD.
and

in Furniture,

f3 00

hundreditudent*. Under i ame management
Telephone
46-5ti

eta;

’

°*r

8>hor^^[dtaD(1Typewritingcourt## taught.

yean. ^xUloguefree!**
1,6
M. H? DAVIS, Princiifaland Proprietor .

a

[ABASKUS.
CanCM

fbr the

WMttnf Away

•

«

just now only proved that I am a lucky
^ _aa _
a
• •
fellow to have such a clever wife to lool
of Infancy

after

rno.^—Beatty-Kingiton
Book.

and Old Afe.
Among the oaiues of death which Bastien-Lepage and the Prlx de Borne.
appear with the greatest frequency in
The greatest prize of the many honthe mortuary record, "marasmus”holds ors open to young French artists is the
its own with remarkable uniformity. Prix de Rovie. The winner is sent to
Not that it counts its victims in each Borne to study for four years in the
week of the fifty-two alike, but it is French Academy, the President of
always there. In summer the children which is an officer of the Academy of
fall before it bv scores and hundreds; Fine Arts at Paris. The government
sn winter the old people perish from its allows the young artist four thousand
blighting breath; at all seasons the francs, or nearly eight hundred dolpuny victims of ancestral vice and the lars yearly, and for four years after his
starved inmates of overcrowded tene- return the allowance is continued from
ments are found dying of this terrible the fund of Madame Caen. So for
affliction. It never becomes epidemic, eight years he can devote himself to
for the causes afiect individuals,not art undisturbedby any thoughts of
whole communities as a rule. Hunger money. Moreover, the painting to
may kill if nothing is to be had to sat- which the prize is given is hung
hum? in the

Human Height

HOW THKY FALL

archaeological evidence, an
English writer contends that the human race is growing taller, the increase
in average stature appearing to be
about an inch- and a quarter in each
1,000 years. Measurements of old
armor show a decided increase in the
height of the English aristocracy within
500 years. Ancient coffins found in
Great Britain indicate that the Romaus
could not have greatly exceeded 5 feet
5 inches in average stature. Twentyfive Egyptian mummies gave an average of 61 inches for males and 55 inches
for females. The mummy of Cleopatra
measures about 54 inches, and the most
ancient known mummy of an Egyptian
king is only 52 inches long.— ^rfcanaaw Traveler.

isfy its cravings, but when this happens Academy of Fine Arts, with the pictHow to Select a Wife.
and millions perish, a famine is said to ures successful in the competitions of
Good
health,
good morale, good senee, and
afflict the land. When cancer closes
preceding years. No wonder that
the inlet to the stomach, so that star- Jules Bastien-Lepage set his heart up- good temper are the four esaentialafor a
K^od wife. These are the indiapensablea.
vation closes the scene, "inanition” is on winning the Prix de Home.
ter them oome the minor advantages of
the term to indicate this terminationof
The competition is accompanied with good looka, accomplishments,family poeithe dread disease. The mechanism of curious formalities.Every design sub- uon, etc. With the first four, marriellife
be comfortable and happy. Lacking
death by famine, by inanition, and by mitted is covered with tracing-paper, will
either, it will be in more or less degree a failmarasmus,is one and the same. For which is sealed down, and a tracing of ure. Upon good health depends largely good
some reason or other, in any of these it made. This is to prevent the artists temper and good looks, and to some extent
.dP
good sense also, as the best mind must be
instances, new materialsdo not reach
from changing the designs after they
the different organs and tissues to re- are--------handed in. Only
Oi '
a few very slight
pair the wear and tear that is ever goJ
MW m DMK, UI lUYUUlUalterations are permitted, and these in
ing on; without which life itself could accordance with rigorous rules. The ism, first of aU try to restore her to health. If
not continue. Destruction must go on, artists selected for the excellence of she is troubled with debilitating female weaknesses, buy Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Proscripand reconstruction must keep pace with their designs to enter the competit on tion. It will cure her.
it, otherwise the vital processes must
are obliged to remain shut up in separate
oease.
You should never tease blackbirds.
rooms and carefully watched for ninety
That growth and development should days, so that each shall paint his pictKOt "ven
proceed satisfactorily in the earlier ure without any outside assistance.
years of life, that ail the organs of the Then a jury of distinguished artists
PnBCE’s Pleasant Purgative Pellete Possess
body
body should be preserved and capable examines the work, and awards the
Pbysiwd Pro
Painlessly,Promote
of performing their various duties at prize.
every age, and that the organism should
The subject given out in 1874 was
A negro barber-shopmust be a great
wear out gradually and without too the “Annunciation to the Shepherds,”
place for wool-gathering.— Puck.
much discomfort in old age, are ex- who watched their flocks by night,
tremely desirable. Yet these cannot when the angel appeared to them and
V* •r Throat Disease* oad Coughs
be unless nutrition is kept up at every announced the birth of Christ.
use Bbown's BronchialTboches. Like all
stage of life. Of course by this term
Upon this picture Bastien-Lepage really good things, they are imitated The
genuine are sold only in boxes.
is meant the proper provision of mate-

„

^

eMcii0

'61^

worked most earnestly. When it was
and finished he felt confident of success;
When a man gets a hat on credit is he not
afterward keep in full repair all the but when the day came for making
over his ears in debt ?—Puck.
structuresof the
_____
body.
known the award, and Bastien-Lepage,
In order that nutrition may be kept with his eager friends, gathered at the
In General Debility,Emaciation,
up food must be provided, which should Beaux Arts, an ominous whisper was Consumption, and wasting in children, Scott’s
be properly prepared for the action of heard that the jury had given the Emulsion of Pure Cod liver Oil with Hypoof the digestive system, and be adapted prize to Comerre. . The rumor was con- phosphitesis a most valuable food and medicine. — -------to the special needs of the individual firmed. Cabanel, Bastien-Lepage's ens
rials to build up in toe first place,

‘

to be nourished. If any of these requi-

master, had voted against his pupil, it

sites are wanting it is folly to expect is said.
nutrition to be maintained.Of equal
Afterward it was said that the jury
importance, if not of still greater con- decided against him chiefly upon techsequence, is the presence of digestive nical grounds; one reason being that
organs in a condition to enable them the Annunciationoccurred at night,
to take up and dispose of nourishment while Bastien-Lepagepainted it as if

when offered in proper, quantity and
quality. The ingenuity of man has
enabled him to meet these requirements
of the wasting body under many apparently desperate conditions, but, unfortunately, the conditionswhich arise are
too often beyond the reach of art. and
marasmus claims its victims in spite of

late in the afternoon.

BEHIND.

From

-

Thera is really no
profit In recommending the worthless, for the reaction in the mindT
of those who buy
and ore deceived is
pointedly against
everything sold by

such

-

suffering

Vigh^er

brilliantstories
i
all profusely illustrated,and by writers of
recognized merit, will fill
nil its pages. To
the old and favorite corps of eontribotors will_be added writersof jpromiss,
and no effort will be spared to
magazine in the foremost rank.
{

In the^Norembernumber
was begun an can*

*,uo

but little merit. Not so with
8t. Jacobs Oil. Its success has been constant
from the start,and to-day we regard it as one

PRINCE LUCIFER,

of those standard remedies that our trade
By ETTA W. PIERCE,
consider as absolutely essentialto always
camr in their stock. Personal experience
which haa already attractedwidespread
and the good words of the druggistsof New
attention,and charmed multitudes of
England all tend to prove that each year will
readers. Bubscriptionsmay begin, if do*
add to its sale and well deserved popularity.
sired, with the Novembernumber.
Signed, Doolittle A Smith." Taking the
many cases of cure, published by the pro- Each issue contains a
pnetors,examples are given of its unvarying
effects in the worst chronic cases, and there
Full-Pane Piute Id Cote,
Is nothing in trade which can approach its
efficacv.
the series of twelve forming for the year
a beautifulcollection of gems of modern

HEW H0VEL»f2&Si assess
lwmcotJh
A

The

CMESi&M

$3.00 per Year; 25c. a Copy,
Bpichikn Coma, 15 era.

MRS. FRANK LESLIE,
* and 87 Pam

and escape cold'
For cheap rate*

.

_

.

POPULAR MONTHLY contains 128 larga
octavo pages, nearly twice the matter of
similar publications, and is not only tha
best but by far the cheapestof any of the
magazines for the people.

Piacz, Nrw

Tome

.....

MINTION THIS FAPia wua vuns« m .•tutuu*

SKBSSffilMi
PENSIONS
uxxnos~THa~rAnar^r0t>0l'D
mBik' chiCM*0’

PATENTS
IssS
FREE.
to

Init motion s

patentability

and opinions
ience.

-------

Emulsion his cough has ceased, gained flesh
fltrongtb,and from all appearances his
life will be prolonged many years.”—John
Sullivan, HospitalSteward, Morgana, Pa.

and

‘JPPwre of,

f

upon^ topics of current public^ interest^

pound possesses

body,

it

**

Hence, the force ofthe following voluntary letter, which is based upon the conscientious
conviction formed from the long and cautious
experienceof a leading drug house of Boston,
representsin every line a most Important
and valued revelation: “Boston July 11.
1887.— The Charles A. Vogeler Co.— Gentlemen : Many preparationsare placed before
the public, and for a time at least they have

v—

malL Stowe A Oe»
11

WUTIMM

MWS WANTED'^™™™
.chine sent by mail for |L. Send
.for late rednceU price-liaL
K. BOSS k CO.. Toledo. Ohio.

one tie-up that everyone can
and that u marriage.—Boiton

That evening all the artists met at
dinner in the restaurant of MademoiCheap Farming Lands South.
selle Anna. On the smoky walls hung
It
is
a recognized fact that the cheapest
pictures by artists who had frequented
the place, and all the pictures by men farming lands in America to-day are in the
who had gained the Prix de Rome were South, and men of much or moderate
decorated with wreaths of laurel. means, looking for real estate investments,

cally and mentally; experience a aeriee'of
fullness
or bloating
eating, vr
or ut
of 'gone.
“'“‘•“‘bafter
immm cwwufl,
nees,’’ or emptiness of stomach in the morning, tongue coated, bitter or bad taste In
mouth, irregular appetite, dizziness, frequent
headaches,blurred eyesight, “ floating specks ”
before the eyes, nervout prostrationor exhaustion,irritabilityof temper, hot flushes,
alternating with chilly sensations,sharp,
biting, transientpains here and there, cold
feet, drowsiness after meala, wakefulness,or
disturbed and unrefreshing sleep, constant!
indescribable feeling of dread, or of impend-
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°ff youhave all, or any considerablenumber
or tbeae symptoms,you are suffering from
that most common of American inaladleo—
Bilious Dyspepsia, or Torpid Liver, associated
with Dyspepsia, or Indigestion, Tho more
complicated your disease has become, the
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or permanent homos, should not fail to
Comerre, the winner, and Bastien-Le- visit the following points, where so m my
(NABBY'S PAPER).
page, the loser, sat at adjoiningtables, Northern people are now settling, viz:
lions for a reasonablelength of time. If not
THE BEST WEEKLY IN THE WORLD! cured, complicationsmultiply and Consumeeach surrounded by his friends. As the Jackson, Tennessee; Aberdeen and JackSemi Poatal, aakiDjf?for it to
ion of the Lungs. Skin Diseases, Heart Disease,
dinner drew to a close a young Ameri- son, Mississippi; Hammond, Crowley,
HE BLADE, Toledo, O. Rheumatism,Kidney Disease, or other grave
v\r
maladies ms
are quite eaua/iu
liable to
set III
in ill
and, sooner
can painter rose beside Bastien-Lepage Jennings, Welsh and Lake Charles, Lounr
tor {nriiwi/in fn to
or la
later. Induce a fatal termination.
and said, “Let us crown the picture of tsiana. lioond Trip Tourist tickets, limDr. Plerco’a Goldou Medic
Medical Dla«
the man to whom the artist* have ited to June 1st, 1888, with stop-over privileges south of Cairo, Illinois, are on sale
awarded the Prix de Rome."
New Orleans, Jennings ond Lake
purities, from whatever cause arising. It is
He held up a laurel- wreath as he to
Charles. For rates apply to nearest ticket
equally efficaciousin acting upon
mu iviaupontho
Kidspoke. Instantlyall the artists in the agent, and be sure your tickets read via the
room were on their feet. The friends Illinois Central Railroadfrom Chicago or
an
on ap
“Mpetizing, restorativetonic, It promote*
of Comerre angrily struggled to pre- St Lonis. For pamphlet entitled“Southdigest ion ana nutrition, thereby building up
both flesh
vent what they counted an insult. But ern Home Seeker’s Guide, ” and circulars
lesh and strength
strength. ___________
In malarial districts.
this wonderful medicine bus gained great
the others lifted the young American concerningthe above named points,adon their shoulders,bore him through dress the undersigned, at Manchester, Iowa.
A BURE CURE FOR
J. F. Merry, Gen. West. Pass. Agt
aohild. Here "marasmus” comes to the opposing crowd, and he hung the
INDIGESTION and DYSPEPSIA. covery
aid of the physicianwho had done laurel-wreath upon Bastien-Lepage’s
A Popular Thoroughfare.
best to combat the evils which he picture, “Golden Youth.” Amid uproar
Tho Wisconsin Central Line, although a
from a common Blotch,or Eruption,to tho
mid not remedy. It is nonsense to and conflict the artists testifiedtheir comparativelynew factor in the raiiroad sysworst Scrofula.Salt-rheum, “ Fever-flores,”
tems of tho Northwest, has acquired an enviiy that such a certificatedenotes ignoadmiration for their peasant brother.
ScaJy or Hough Skin, In short, all diseases
able popularity. Through careful attention
FOR
CHOLERA
INFANTUM.
caused
by bad blood are conqueredby this
rance in the practitioner. It does
There was the same feeling at the to details, its service is as near perfection as
powerful, purifying,nnd invigoratingmedinothing of the sort; it merely denotes a Beaux Arts. Every day heaps of flow- might be looked for. The train attendants 11
cine. Great Eating Ulcers rapidly heal under
II' WILL RELIEVE CONSTIPATION.
complex of conditions only too often ers and laurel-wreathswere laid before seem to regard their trusts as individual
met with in practice. This is true not the “Annunciation to the Shepherds.” property anu as a result the public is served w __
Erysipelas, Boils, Carbuncles,Bore Eyes,
par-excellence.The road now runs solid DIO
alone of the tenement-house population, They were removed by the guardians
through fast trains between Chicago, Milwaubut also of the inmates of the finest of the galleries,only to be renewed the kee, 8t Paul and Minneapolis with Pnilman’s ^7k,£ioT“th.r^
ronr drumrflt for DIOE8TYLIN(price |1 per Urge
mansions.
next day. So, although Comerre was best and unequalled dining cars; it also runs bottle),if ho does not have it, send one dollar to us stamps or a large Treatise, with colored
and we will send a bottle to you, express prepaid. plates, on Skin Diseases, or the same amount
through,
solid
sleepers
between
Chicago,
AshThe worst cases, apparently,of ma- given the great prize, and Bastien-LeDo not hesitate,to send yonr money. Our house is for a Treatise on Scrofulous Affections.
land, Duluth and the famou-i mining regions
reliable.
Establishedtwenty-fiveyean.
rasmus, are met with amonsr
b«
among babies page obtamed only the second, his fail- of Northern Wisconsin and Michigan.
WM. F. KIDDER A CO.,
“FOR THE BLOOD IS THE LIFE.’9
that are “brought up on the' bottle,’ ure was really
success. — Ripley
ManufacturingChemists, 83 John St, N. Y. Thoroughly cleamw it by using Dr. Pierce*
or who have been recently weaned. Hitchcock, in 8t. Nicholas.
Consumption Sorely Cored.
MENTION THIS PAPER wmsa varms to sdtbbtosos. Golden Medical Discovery, and good
These are frightfulbecause of rapid
digestion, a fair akin, buoyant spirits, vital
To the Editor :--Pleue inform yoor readers
strength and bodily health will be established.
that I have a positive remedy for the aboveSmart Relents.
loss of flesh and seemingly the failure
named disease. By ite timely nse thouaandiof
of every reasonable method devised for
A few years ago our house was in- hopeless cases have been permanently oared. I
their relief. When properly managed, fested with a large number of rats, hall be glad to send two bottlei of my remedy
which is Scrofula or the Luun. is arrested
frkk to any of yoor readers who have consumpand cured by this remedy, if taken in tho
however, a successfulrescue from al- which hod taken up their abode in a tion
if they will send me their Expreaa and
earlier stages of tho disease. From Its marmost certain death will often reward recess of the cellar that had formerly P. O. address. Respectfully,
velous power over this terribly fatal disease,
T. A. BLOCUM, M. C., 181 Pearl Bt, N. Y.
the “mixing of brains” along with the been used as a landing-place for a
when first offering this now world-famed reinedy to the public, Dr. Pierce thought seriously
medicine— of which, by the wav, very dumb-waiter, but was now filled with
of callingit bis “ Consumption Curb,” but
People who are not acquainted with
little need be given.— Nf. Louis Globe- odds and ends of every description.
abandoned that name as too restrictive for
grief never saw a superior man show a
a medicino which,
„uk;u, iiuiu
from ua
its wonderful
wuuuenui comDemocrat.
We had endeavored to rid ourselvesof a woman how to sharpen a lead pencil.
blnajlon oMo^o, or strengthening,
alteratlv^
these pests, but all our attempts were
Bitters. nutritive properSeOsun^uaJe^not^onlT
The Crown Prince’s Scissors.
in vain, and they held their daily matiWhyrwr a Dollar for a bottle of Stomach Bitters, CtiroXlfli0iS,Tthoti011’
At the state ball given at Turin in nees as usual.
bUt fOT
coutaihingmore poor whisky than medicine, when
horor of Prince Humbert’s wedding, in , lOu hearing more of a commotion
the undersigned
will send you by mail one 4 oi.
This saecessfnlmedicine is a carefully-prepared
. nd BERRIES, which
Liver, Blood,
1868, the Princess of Piedmont’s dress than common one afternoon, I softly
will moke ONE GALLON of the lest TONIO anyone
extract of the best remedies of the vegetable
ererused. Thense of this Tonic hsa cured INDIcaught in the spur of an officer of the opened the cellar-door,and, to my
Blood, Shortkingdomknown to medical science as Altera tires,
GESTION,
on apmhuh, DYSPEPSIA.
tsiorbraiA. FLYER
r avail and
sna AOUErM
auue: uauanlancers; result, a tremendous rent in amazement, saw nine rats, one of
Blood Purifiers.Diuretics,and Tonics, such as
^rnonebeiterj action the Kidnoys and General ne« of^^t^^reK^alL?Cat^’, Bron^ty, and (rives Tone to the stomach ; in fact. I
the sweeping skirt, and a long whisp which had mounted a box containing Sarsaparilla,Yellow Dock. StUllagia,Dandelion, ehoileuge^ail
other Tonics? ItJs'fYr"OiV rhespe'st
, Sold hy Druggists,at $1.00, or Six Bottles
of gown trailing on the floor. Before potatoes, while the others were Juniper Berries, Mandrake, Wild Cherry Bark
for 86.00. xurwu.w,
and other selected roots, barks and herbs. A
the Princesshad time to appeal to one stretched out in a line leading to their
0TISend ten cents In stamps for Dr. Pieroe’a
&r
medicine, like anything else, con be fairly Judged
book on Consumption.Address,
of her ladies-in-waitingthe Crown den— the recess before mentioned.
only by Its results. Wo point with satisfaction
to
on sale, then send to
one packageto any adPrince of 1 russia had produced a pretty
Now comes the m st enrions part of the glorious record Hood’s Sarsaperillahaa enVorld's Dispensary Medical Association,
tered for Itself upon tho hearts of thousands of
little morocco etui, from which he ex- my story : the rat that stood on the box
608 Main St., BUFFALO. N. IT.
people who have personally or indirectlybeen
tracted a dainty pair of scissors, and, of potatoes would push a potato over
science.

. From what has just been said it will
be understood that "marasmus” means
a persistent wasting of the body, due
to defective nutrition. It will be noticed that the term is very indefinite,
and it is also apparent that it cannot
well be otherwise,because the conditions hre often numerous and complicated, which combine to produce the
one effect. It may be impossible to
say whether improper food, hereditary
disease of the liver or imperfect digestion, due to simple weakness, has had
the most to do in causing the death of
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in line nearest relieved of terriblesuffering which nil other
remediesfoiled to reach. Sold by aU druggists.
skillfullycut away the wreck. After the box would roll the potato to his
#1» *1* for $i. Made only by C. I. HOOD A CO.,
he had effectuallyrelieved the Princess neighbor, and so on with each one till Apothecaries. LoweU, Mass.
of her incumbrance, he rose, bowed the potato was safely stowed away.
JOO Doses One Dollar
profoundly, returned his “case of emer
I watched them for some time, and,
gency” to his pocket, and resumed his seeing the potatoes disappearing rather
PISOS CURE'FOR CONSUMPTION
place at the King’s side, amid the sub- rapidly, I dispersed the earnest workdued murmurs of satisfaction of all the ers by a stomp of my toot— Youth’s P&2TSX02TS ” —
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WHY

•a

WORK FOB ANOTHER, or on small
salary? Why continue working on »
worn-oatfarm? Why try to secure *

living from each high-pricedor heavily mortgaged farms? Why work on rented land?
not start for yourself ? Why hot scare at once
some of tho low-pricedbut very fertile and
well-located lands adjacent to railroads -now to
be obtainedby those going to Northern Dakoto
and Minnesota,where yon can make a larger
iet profitpor am
__
net
acre than on the high-pricedor

Why

_______

_ _

worn-ou^land you now occupy?
P Why not go
and look the situation over, and ace for yourself , or at least obtain further information,#*
which will be sent free, if you wRl address
C. H. Wabuen, Gen. Pais. Agt, Bt, Paul,
Minn.
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Apply Balm Into each nostril.
ELY BROS.,M OmawiekSt, N. Y.
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The

success that attended his graceful little action was tenfold enhanced A^n^y complexion made Nellis a fright,
when, later in the evening, it came out Though her featureswere good and her blue
eyes were bright,
that, on Victor i mmanuel compliment* “What a plain girl is Nellie r they said.
ing him auent the forethought he dis- But now, es by magie, plain Nellie has grown
played in carrying a complete trbusse
A« fair as an artist'sbright dream ;
abont him even in a ball-room, “our Her face is as sweet as the flower new-blown,
Her cheeks aro like pcaobea and cream.
Fritz” replied : “The whole merit of
As Nellie walks out In tho fair morning light.
the idea belongs to my wife, sire, not
Her beauty attracts every eye,
to me. Long ago she gave me a pocket And as for the people who called her a fright,
“Why, Nellie is handsome," they cry.
necessaire with all sorts of useful
And the reason of the change is that Nellie
things in it— needles and thread, button
, took Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery,
hooks, sticking/plaster, and scissors, as which, regulated her liver, cleared her oomyou saw just now — and made me prom- plexioiL made her blood pore, her breath
ise to keep it always in my pocket sweet her face fair and rosy, and removed
defects that had obscured her beauty.
wherever I
What took place the
Bold by druggiata.
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